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Blood Flow variations in Large Arteries
due to non-Newtonian rheology

Stevin van Wyk 2013

KTH Department of Mechanics
SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Abstract

The blood is a complex fluid that contains, in addition to water, cells, macro-
molecules and a large number of smaller molecules. The physical properties of
the blood are therefore the result of non-linear interactions of its constituents,
which are influenced by the local flow field conditions. Hence, the local blood
viscosity is a function of the local concentration of the blood constituents and
the local flow field itself. This study considers the flow of blood-like fluids
in generalised 90-degree bifurcating pipes and patient-specific arterial bifurca-
tions relevant to the large aortic branches in humans. It is shown that the Red
Blood Cell (RBC) distribution in the region of bifurcations may lead to large
changes in the viscosity, with implications on the concentrations of the various
cells in the blood plasma. This in turn implies that the flow in the near wall
regions is more difficult to estimate and predict than that under the assumption
of a homogeneous fluid. The rheological properties of blood are complex and
are difficult to measure, since the results depend on the measuring equipment
and the inherent flow conditions. We attempt to model the viscosity of wa-
ter containing different volume fractions of non-deforming RBC-like particles
in tubes. The apparent viscosities of the mixtures obtained from these model
experiments have been compared to the predictions of the different rheological
models found in the literature. The same rheological models have also been
used in the different simulations, where the local RBC concentration and local
shear rate are used in the viscosity models. The flow simulations account for
the non-linearity due to coupling between the flow and fluid rheology. Further-
more, from a physiological perspective, it is shown that oscillatory wall shear
stresses are affected by changes in RBC concentration in the regions of the
bifurcation associated with atherogenesis. The intrinsic shear thinning rheo-
logical property of the blood, in conjunction with stagnation in separated flows,
may be responsible for elevated temporal wall shear stress gradients (TWSSG)
influencing endothelial cell behaviour, which has been postulated to play a role
in the development of atherosclerosis. The blood-like fluid properties along
with variations in the RBC concentration could also lead to variations in the
developing flow structures in the larger arteries that could influence the work
the heart has to bear.

Descriptors: Blood, Rheology, Viscosity, non-Newtonian, CFD, Bifurcations,
Unsteadiness, Wall Shear Stress, Atherosclerosis.
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Blodflödet i stora artärer och dess variation
med avseende p̊a blodets reologi

Stevin van Wyk 2013

KTH Mekanik
SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sverige

Sammanfattning

Blod är en komplex fluid som förutom vatten best̊ar av celler, makromolekyler
och ett stort antal mindre molekyler. Blodets fysikaliska egenskaper är
därför ett resultat av de icke-linjära interaktioner som uppst̊ar mellan dess
best̊andsdelar, som i sin tur p̊averkas av det lokala strömningsfältet. Med
andra ord, lokalt är blodets viskositet en funktion av den lokala koncentratio-
nen av de ovannämnda best̊andsdelarna och det lokala flödesfältet. I detta
arbete har blodliknande fluider studerats. De geometrier där strömningen
av dessa fluider har undersökts är generaliserade förgreningsrör där vinkeln
till förgreningen är 90 grader samt i patient-specifika artärbifurkationer, kop-
plade till kroppens större artärer. Resultaten visar att fördelningen av de röda
blodkropparna i omr̊aden med bifurkationer kan leda till stora förändringar i
viskositeten, som i sin tur p̊averkar koncentrationen av de olika celltyperna i
blodplasman. Detta antyder att det är sv̊arare att uppskatta och förutsäga
hur flödet i regioner nära väggar beter sig än vad det är d̊a fluiden antas
vara homogen. Blodets reologiska egenskaper är komplexa och dessutom sv̊ara
att mäta d̊a resultaten är beroende av mätinstrumenten och även de r̊adande
strömmingsförh̊allandena. Vi gör en ansats att modellera viskositeten för vat-
ten som inneh̊aller olika volymfraktioner av icke-deformerbara röda blodkropp-
sliknande partiklar som strömmar i rör. Blandningens skenbara viskositet som
beräknas med hjälp av dessa modellexperiment har jämförts med viskositet-
suppskattningar av befintliga reologimodeller. Desamma reologiska modeller
har även använts i olika simuleringar där den lokala koncentrationen av de
röda blodkropparna och skjuvningen används i viskositetsmodellerna. Dessa
flödessimuleringar tar hänsyn till de icke-linjära effekter som uppst̊ar p̊a grund
av kopplingen mellan strömningen och fluidens reologi. Fr̊an ett fysiologiskt
perspektiv visas det i denna studie att den oscillerande väggskjuvspännin-
gen p̊averkas av ändring i koncentration av röda blodkroppar i regioner med
bifurkationer som kan kopplas till ateroskleros. Det är möjligt att blodets
skjuvförtunnande reologiska egenskap tillsammans med uppbromsning av flödet
som uppst̊ar d̊a recirkulationszoner bildas är ansvarig för förhöjda tidberoende
väggskjuvspänningsgradienter (TWSSG) som p̊averkar endoteliumet. Detta
har i sin tur antagits p̊averka utvecklingen av ateroskleros. Egenskaperna hos
en blodliknande fluid kombinerat med variationer i koncentration av de röda
blodkropparna kan även leda till variationer i hur flödesstrukturer utvecklas i
de stora artärerna som sedan kan komma att p̊averka det arbete som hjärtat
m̊aste utföra.

Descriptors: Blod, Reologi, Viskositet, icke-Newtonska, CFD, Bifurkationer,
Väggskjuvspänningen, Ateroskleros.
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Preface

This thesis deals with the non-Newtonian rheological aspects of blood flow in
the large arteries. The main advisor of the project is Professor Laszlo Fuchs
and co-advisor Doctor Lisa Prahl Wittberg of the department of Mechanics,
KTH. A brief overview of the basic concepts, methods and unpublished results
are presented in the first part. The second part is a collection of the following
articles:

Paper 1. S. van Wyk, L. Prahl Wittberg & L. Fuchs. Haemo-
dynamics in a 3D 90-degree bifurcation. Proceedings of the ECCOMAS The-
matic International Conference on Simulation and Modeling of Biological Flows
(SIMBIO 2011). September 21-23, 2011, VUB, Brussels, Belgium.

Paper 2. S. van Wyk, L. Prahl Wittberg & L. Fuchs. Wall
shear stress variations and unsteadiness of pulsatile blood-like flows in 90-degree
bifurcations. Computers in Biology and Medicine, Elsevier, 2013, 43, 1025-
1036.

Paper 3. L. Prahl Wittberg, S. van Wyk, M. Mihaescu, L. Fuchs,
E. Gutmark, P. Backeljauw, & I. Gutmark-Little. The Impact of
Aortic Arch Geometry on Flow Characteristics. 51st AIAA Aerospace Sciences
Meeting including the New Horizons Forum and Aerospace Exposition, Dallas,
United States of America, 2013, AIAA 2013-1110.

Paper 4. S. van Wyk, L. Prahl Wittberg, M. Do-Quang & L.
Fuchs. Rheology of red blood cell flow in large geometries. 8th International
Conference on Multiphase Flow (ICMF), Jeju, Korea (2013).

Paper 5. S. van Wyk, L. Prahl Wittberg & L. Fuchs. Atherosclerotic
indicators for blood-like fluids in 90-degree arterial-like bifurcations. Under
review in Computers in Biology and Medicine.

Paper 6. S. van Wyk, L. Prahl Wittberg, K. V. Bulusu, L. Fuchs &
M. W. Plesniak. Non-Newtonian perspectives of pulsatile blood-like flows
in a 180 degree tube bend. To be submitted to Physics of Fluids.

Paper 7. L. Prahl Wittberg, S. van Wyk, L. Fuchs, E. Gutmark,
P. Backeljauw, & I. Gutmark-Little. Effects of aortic irregularities on
blood flow. To be submitted to Journal of Biomechanics.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The normal functionality of the body is dependent on the flow of the blood.
The blood is an essential component of the circulatory system responsible for
the delivery of oxygen, nutrients and substances needed by the cells, in addition
to removing waste products. However, there are critical health issues stemming
from pathological changes in the blood vessel leading to cardiovascular diseases
(CVD). CVD is related to half of all mortalities in Sweden and in the western
world. CVD-related health problems are responsible for the largest share of
the costs of public health care.

The flow of blood in the arteries is dominated by unsteadiness due to the
complex relationship between the pulsations of the heart and geometry of the
arterial tree which includes multiple bends and bifurcations. The rheologi-
cal properties of blood can be simplified by being described as a two phase
fluid, due to the dominance of the bulk red blood cell (RBC) (the haematocrit
phase) making up approximately 95 % of the particulate or suspended phases.
Blood viscosity has therefore been commonly correlated to fixed, homogeneous
bulk haematocrit fractions and the shear rate, which directly influences the
RBC orientation and interactions (Casson 1959; Merrill et al. 1966; Quemada
1978; Walburn & Schneck 1976) and thereby also the apparent viscosity of the
mixture. Empirical relations have been developed for non-Newtonian viscosity
models that account for the variation in the RBC volume fraction and local
shear-rate (Cokelet 1987; Cokelet et al. 1963; Walburn & Schneck 1976). The
non-Newtonian models, developed between the 1950’s and 80’s, are applied in
modelling the two phase behaviour from a bulk macroscopic flow perspective,
assuming homogeneous mixtures of varying haematocrit fractions. Since the
dynamics of RBCs are not well studied and understood the basic hypothesis in
this thesis is that the local concentration of RBCs is non-homogenous and is
a function of space and time. Non-uniformity of the RBC concentration (and
possibly also of large molecules) implies that the blood viscosity also varies in
space and time. This by itself leads to an additional non-linearity of blood
flows.

The variations in transport of substances by the blood due to the varia-
tion in blood rheology is thought to be important in the artherogenic process
(Ross et al. 1999). In the understanding of atherogenesis it has historically

1



2 1. INTRODUCTION

been strongly linked to localized flow characteristics, usually flow recircula-
tion regions, flow separation and reversed flow (Caro & Lighthill 1966; Duguid
& Robertson 1957; McDonald 1960). Plaque formation has been observed in
regions of arterial vessel curvature or bifurcation (DeBakey et al. 1985; Vander-
Laan et al. 2004). An important physiological parameter, commonly related
to the location of atherogenesis is the spatial and temporal variation in wall
shear stress (WSS). Many authors correlate atherogenesis to either regions of
low WSS, low time-averaged and oscillatory WSS or simply flow unsteadiness
(Caro et al. 1969, 1971; Ku et al. 1985; Zarins et al. 1983). It is thought that
these flow parameters are associated with regions where either mass transport
is altered or the endothelium are disturbed (Ross et al. 1999). The evolution
of the WSS is dependent on the local viscosity that in turn is dependent on the
local RBC concentration.

In many physiological cases the blood is assumed to behave as a Newtonian
fluid (Evegren et al. 2010; Lantz et al. 2012; Samady et al. 2011; Soulis et al.
2008; Zhang et al. 2012) and the viscosity therefore taken as a constant, which
in the best case is a crude approximation. The unsteadiness in arterial flows is
usually treated as the most dominant feature, with much less emphasis placed
on the non-Newtonian aspects (Fung 2010; Ku 1997). The unsteadiness and
secondary flow structures are strongly coupled with the viscosity variations due
to shear. This is due to the fact that the RBC concentration depends itself on
the local flow conditions that determines the RBC orientation and local motion,
which in turn affects the local shear. Blood is a shear-thinning mixture as the
RBCs orientate more quickly in higher shear which leads to smaller losses
(i.e. smaller apparent viscosity). This work addresses the importance of the
multiphase aspects of blood flow by considering the non-Newtonian property
of blood as it flows in certain typical geometries.

1.1. Objectives and Achievements

This thesis aims at providing data for and quantification of pulsatile flow in
larger bifurcating arteries assuming blood-like fluid rheology. The focus is on
coupling the flow behaviour to the non-linear variation in the fluid’s apparent
viscosity. The overall objective is to assess and improve the existing blood flow
models and thereby further the understanding of physiological parameters that
are commonly thought to be relevant to CVD.

The list of the contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• The presence of the RBCs, is accounted for in a two-phase blood-like
rheological flow model that has been used in the simulations. The mod-
els have been compared to some detailed simplified flow calculation with
fluids containing RBC like particles at different concentrations.
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• Details of the flow in a 90-degree arterial bifurcation, including RBC
concentration variation has been studied.

• The impact of the flow induced RBC concentration variations on the
local viscosity has been considered in relation to the current hypotheses
for atherogenesis.

• The blood-like flow model has further been applied in patient specific
geometries in order to study the fluid mechanical aspects related to the
blood distribution and the hypotheses for atherogenesis.

• Validation of the flow model has been carried out by comparing with
experimental data for pulsatile flow in a 180◦ tube bend. Very good
agreement has been found.

• The flow development in a 180◦ bend due to the non-Newtonian prop-
erty of the fluid has been investigated, showing large variations in the
secondary flow structures as compared to a Newtonian blood analogue
fluid.

The organisation of the thesis starts with an introduction to the physiology
of the circulatory system and the blood in Chapter 1, followed by the rheolog-
ical mechanisms of the blood and the empirical mixture models in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 addresses the fluid mechanical aspects behind the unsteadiness in
arterial flows, followed by the CFD methodologies that are used in this thesis
(Chapter 4). Chapter 5 discusses numerical accuracy studies, followed by some
unpublished results. The final Chapter 6 summarises the results along with a
brief proposal for future work and a short discussion.



CHAPTER 2

Circulation Physiology and the Blood

2.1. Circulation Physiology

The circulatory system is one of the most important components in the func-
tioning or maintenance of the human body. The heart and the vascular network
together define the circulatory system transporting all oxygen, nutrients, hor-
mones and by-products to and from the cells, essential to bodily processes. The
circulatory system, together with the blood also help regulate the cellular pH
and body temperature.

2.1.1. The Heart and Vascular Network

The blood is pumped through the body via the vascular network by a muscular
organ, the heart. The heart is located in the left, central region of the chest,
near the lungs. It consists of four chambers, two ventricles and two atria.
The atria fulfill the purpose of collecting blood to supply the ventricles. The
ventricles have thicker muscle walls as compared to the atria due to the fact
that the ventricles have to withstand greater blood pressures. The left atrium
has the thickest muscular walls because it supplies most of the body with blood,
imposing a higher resistance and higher pressure. The flow sequence through
the heart can be described in four main steps:

1. Blood flows into the right atrium, supplied with de-oxygenated blood by
the superior and inferior venae cavae and the coronary sinus. The right
atrium is separated from the right ventricle by the tri-cuspid valve.

2. The right ventricle pumps the blood via the pulmonary artery, regulated
by the pulmonary valve, to the lungs where the blood is re-oxygenated.

3. The re-oxygenated blood then flows back into the heart, into the left
atrium via the pulmonary veins. The left atrium is separated from the
left ventricle by the mitral valve.

4. Flow of the oxygen rich blood to the rest of the body is maintained by
the left ventricle via the ascending aorta, regulated by the aortic valve.

The circulation (vascular network) physiology is formally divided into two
parts, the systemic and pulmonary circulations. The systemic circulation refers
to circulation that supplies the oxygenated blood to the cells in the rest of the
body. It makes up approximately 83% of the total blood volume in the body,

4



2.1. CIRCULATION PHYSIOLOGY 5

where diastolic and systolic pressures are in the range of 80 and 120 mmHg
(11 and 16 kPa, respectively). The pulmonary circulation transports blood
via the lungs for re-oxygenation and carbon dioxide removal consisting of ap-
proximately 12% of the total blood volume. The rest of the blood volume
is contained in the heart, 5%. Each of these circulatory networks consist of
three main vessel types; the arteries transporting blood away from the heart,
the capillaries that deliver and distribute nutrients at the different organs and
the veins that transport blood towards the heart. In the pulmonary circula-
tion systolic and diastolic pressures are much lower, in the range 20 and 30
mmHg. The flow properties and vascular dimensions throughout the circu-
latory network vary substantially depending on the distance from the heart,
shown in Table 2.1. The systemic artery closest to the heart has the largest
cross-section (i.e. the so called ascending aorta). It initially extends upwards
from the heart and has multiple branches starting with the aortic arch, where
there is a set of bifurcations forming the carotid arteries leading blood to the
head and branches leading blood to the arms. The aorta makes a large turn
continuing down through the chest and abdominal cavity forming the thoracic
and abdominal aorta sections. There are multiple large branches leading off the
abdominal aorta, namely the celiac, mesentric, renal and iliac arteries that lead
blood towards the digestive tract, kidneys and legs, respectively. The renal and
iliac arteries are pairs of more or less symmetric branches off the abdominal
aorta. The angles of these bifurcations from the aorta are closer to 900 (Pedley
1980; Tortora & Derrickson 2006).

Fig. 2.1 depicts a schematic drawing of some of the larger arteries of the
human body. The flow can be characterized by two dimensionless numbers;
namely the Reynolds and the Womerslay numbers. The Reynolds number
(Re) can be used to characterized the flow regime where inertia dominates
(high Re) or viscous effect dominate (low Re). Since the flow in the arterial
system is oscillatory (with the heart rate), the importance of the time variations
relative to viscous effects is expressed by the Womersley number (αN ). Large
αN implies that the transient effect are important and it has direct impact on
the flow in the arteries. The flow rates (mean velocities) in some arteries, shown
in Table 2.1, depend on the individual and the degree of physical effort. Also
given are the Reynolds (ReN ) and Womersley (αN ) numbers quoted, equations
2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Here, the Newtonian assumption of the mean viscosity
of the blood is used, approximately 3.5 times that of water.

ReN =
U0DρN
µN

(2.1)

αN =
D

2

√
ωρN
µN

(2.2)
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Figure 2.1. The sketch of the vascular network and typical
plaque distribution. The grey regions show the localization of
atherosclerosis (DeBakey et al. 1985; VanderLaan et al. 2004)

where the homogeneous blood density (ρN ) and Newtonian dynamic viscosity
(µN ) are defined in Table 2.2. U0 is the characteristic velocity of the blood,
D is the characteristic arterial diameter and ω is the angular frequency of the
heart-rate.

The blood vessels consist of several wall layers that have different functional
characteristics. Depending on the location of the vessel in the systemic or
pulmonary circulations, it can be subjected to lower or higher pressures. The
arterial wall structure consists of the three main layers; Tunica Intima (Intima),
Tunica Media (Media) and the Tunica Adventitia (Adventitia). The Intima
is the inner most layer made up mostly of endothelial cells that are directly
exposed to the flow. These cells form the inner most layer for all vessels. There
is also a basement membrane and a layer of elastic tissue called the elastica
intima, between the endothelium and the Media. The thickest of the layers is
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Table 2.1. Human systemic and pulmonary circulation phys-
iological properties. Data taken from Bronzino (2000); Caro
et al. (2012); Charm & Kurland (1974)

Vasculature Internal diameter Mean peak ReN αN
range (D, mm) velocity (U0, m/s)

Ascending Aorta ∼30 ∼0.22 ∼2000 ∼20

Abdominal Aorta ∼20 ∼0.16 ∼1000 ∼14

Renal Artery ∼10 ∼0.40 ∼1200 ∼7

Femoral Artery ∼8 ∼0.12 ∼300 ∼5.5

Pulmonary Artery 20-30 ∼0.2 ∼1500 ∼17

the Media attached to the Elastica Intima, consisting mostly of smooth muscle
cells and elastic tissue that stretch around the vessel. The Smooth Muscles are
covered by a layer of elastic tissue called the elastica Media. Smooth muscle
tone is controlled to stiffen when the pressure in the flow increases, maintaining
the arterial form (Bronzino 2000). The outer most layer is the Adventitia
composed of connective tissue. The arterial cavity carrying the blood is called
the Lumen. Fig. 2.2 shows a schematic picture of the arterial structure. Veins
have thinner walls as compared to arteries and in particular it has a thin media
with few smooth muscle cells. The down scaling appears in the two inner most
layers where there is only a thin smooth muscle layer, making the Adventitia
the thickest layer in veins. The smooth muscle in veins is not as important
as in arteries, because veins do not function in a contractile manner and they
have to support only the pressure found in the post-capillary vessels.

2.1.2. The Pathology of Atherosclerosis

Atherosclerosis is a focal, multifactorial vascular disease that tends to occur in
curved or bifurcating arterial regions (DeBakey et al. 1985; VanderLaan et al.
2004) where the flow is disrupted with strong flow unsteadiness, secondary
flows and presence of flow separation. It is a slowly evolving disease (may
take several decades) affecting the intimal layer of the vessel wall, character-
ized by a localized fibro-fatty plaque build-up under the endothelial layer. It
often leads to obstruction of the lumen (stenosis), eventually leading to blood
clot formation or thrombosis, subsequently blocking the vessel. The most com-
monly mentioned factors to influence the progression of the disease are smok-
ing, obesity, nutrition, genetics and infection. Other less obvious influences,
increasing the risk of development have been identified to be age, gender and
diseases such as diabetes (Bakhru & Erlinger 2005; Farmer & Gotto 1997; Fer-
dowsian & Barnard 2009; Sinha et al. 2009; Streppel et al. 2009). The process
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Figure 2.2. A schematic view of the layers of the arterial wall structure

of development is not fully understood due to its complexity, considering both
biomechanical and biochemical processes. One of the key factors studied over
the last two decades is the inflammation process, thought to participate in all
stages of atherogensis (Libby et al. 2002; Montecucco & Mach 2009; Ross et al.
1999).

2.1.2a. The Process and Localization. The process of atherogenesis is described
by many researchers (Libby et al. 2010; Raja BS 2002; Weissberg 2000), sum-
marized as follows:

1. The first stage is an accumulation of lipid under the endothelium, the
beginning stage of the forming of a fatty streak.

2. Endothelial cell activation follows and entails extending molecules (se-
lectins and adhesion molecules) from the surface that attracts and cap-
tures inflammatory cells (macrophages, T-cells and mast cells) in the
circulation. ”This facilitates their migration into the subendothelial
space” (Weissberg 2000).

3. Once the inflammatory cells are captured, the cells migrate into the
subendothelial space created by the lipid accumulation. Activation of
the cells then takes place by local proinflammatory chemokines, where
the monocytes mature. The main role of macrophages is to ingest and
dispose of the lipids, becoming macrophage foam cells. However, the
activated inflammatory cells contribute to the plaque evolution.
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4. Vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) are recruited into the intima and
subsequently proliferate. The necessary proteins to form a fibrous cap
are produced, maintaining stability and protection for the plaque against
rupture and subsequent thrombosis.

5. Inhibited VSMC proliferation or VSMC death, due to inflammatory cell
influence, leads to weakening or erosion of the fibrous cap and possible
rupture.

6. The rupture or erosion of the cap leads to platelet accumulation. This
leads to fibrin formation, followed by thrombosis. In extreme cases the
lumen is occluded.

Initially, the pathological changes in the aortic wall are localized to the
aortic arch and the renal bifurcation. Over time one may find lesions at larger
number of locations throughout the aorta and its larger branches where plaques
usually form. The onset of atherosclerosis tends to form near bifurcations or
major curvatures in the vascular geometry (Gimbrone Jr et al. 2000). An
arterial plaque distribution is shown in Fig. 2.1, where the darker shaded, most
affected regions, are the carotid and subclavian arteries and the bifurcations
with the abdominal aorta i.e. the renal, iliac, celiac and mesentric arteries
(DeBakey et al. 1985; Stary 2000; Stary et al. 1992; VanderLaan et al. 2004).
Each specific location is shown to cover a broad region surrounding the arterial
curvature due to the patient specific variability in arterial geometry and the
rate of plaque development (Friedman et al. 1983).

2.1.2b. Fluid Mechanical Aspects. The influence of haemodynamics on Athero-
genesis has been studied for many years. Several hypotheses have been pro-
posed in the attempt to relate the development to distinct mechanisms of the
flow. Over the last six decades experimental and numerical studies have re-
lated disturbed and separated flow conditions, in the regions of bifurcations, to
the susceptibility of atherosclerotic formation. Wall shear stress (WSS) magni-
tudes, distributions and gradients have in recent times become the focal point
of study. These fluid mechanical parameters are thought to be related to en-
dothelial dysfunction, endothelial erosion or mechanical damage and enhanced
mass transport of solutes to the affected areas (Caro 2009; Gimbrone Jr et al.
2000; VanderLaan et al. 2004).

For many years the belief was that high levels of WSS lead to arterial wall
damage and was the explanation for the localized development of atheroscle-
rosis. This assertion was first hypothesized by Duguid & Robertson (1957)
and later McDonald (1960) relating the maximum shear stresses to the most
common atherosclerotic sites. Major contributions were made by Fry (1968)
relating morphological changes to endothelial cells and enhanced, non-uniform
protein transport to increased levels of shear stress. Endothelial cell structure
was found to be retained below shear stresses of 38 Pa, above which severe de-
terioration was observed. The study by Fry (1968) represents extreme stenotic
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flows and thresholds of endothelial cells. No direct relation to atherosclerosis
was made, although it was suggested that high WSS values could exist near
branches. The WSS value quoted by Fry (1968) is approximately an order
of magnitude larger than WSS magnitudes commonly associated with non-
stenosed bifurcations, quoted in works to follow. Experimental work carried
out by Friedman et al. (1981) on a human aortic bifurcation model showed
there was no correlation between higher WSS and intimal thickness. Bharad-
vaj et al. (1982a) also showed that regions subject to higher WSS tend to be
free of disease.

Caro (1966); Caro & Lighthill (1966) recognized that branching and curva-
ture are important arterial features, indicating the presence of secondary flow
and large wall shear variations in these regions. Caro et al. (1969, 1971) went
on to correlate regions of low WSS with early atheroma and relating the WSS
to mass transport processes. A ’low’ WSS is defined to be lower relative to the
peak in the branch domain, outer versus inner wall magnitudes. It has now
been widely confirmed that there is a correlation between low WSS regions
and plaque distribution, as described by Lee & Chiu (1996). Pulsatile 2D
Numerical simulations by Friedman et al. (1975) showed flow separation and
large variations in the WSS. Friedman et al. (1975) emphasized the influence
of transient flow behaviour on the arterial wall, reporting values for WSS of ∼3
Pa. Bharadvaj et al. (1982a,b) carried out steady flow experiments and stated
that zones susceptible to disease formation experienced low or oscillatory WSS
related to low or reversed axial flow. Peak WSS values were found to range be-
tween 2.5 and 5 Pa. Pulsatile flow experiments carried out by Ku et al. (1985)
also produced similar ranges of WSS between 1 and 4.1 Pa, found at the in-
ner wall during diastole and systole, respectively. Furthermore, the location of
thickest plaque was found to be at the outer wall where the WSS is the lowest
and oscillatory, between -0.7 and 0.4 Pa. Zarins et al. (1983) also concluded
that intimal thickening and atherosclerosis show preference to regions of low
and oscillatory shear, ranging between 0 and -0.6 Pa at the outer wall, while
ranging between 3.1 and 60 Pa at the inner wall. The magnitudes depend on
the Reynolds number. There is a common agreement between several authors
(Bharadvaj et al. 1982b; Caro 1966; Caro & Lighthill 1966; Jou & Berger 1998;
Ku et al. 1985) concerning how the low and oscillating WSS stresses increase
fluid residence time and thereby enhance gradual accumulation of atherogenic
substances near the arterial wall due to the modified mass transport in the
lumen.

The most commonly accepted hypotheses regarding the initiation of plaque
formation nowadays is that of low and oscillatory WSS. Low time averaged
and oscillatory WSS have been found to adversely affect the anti-atherogenic
properties of the endothelial cell layer (Birchall et al. 2006; Gambillara et al.
2005). Correlations between locations for atherosclerosis or intimal thickening
and oscillatory or low time-averaged WSS have been repeatedly documented
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by several researchers (Gibson et al. 1993; Lee & Chiu 1996; Moore et al. 1994;
Soulis et al. 2006; Zarins et al. 1983), where shear stresses range between 0.75
and 2.25 Pa (Soulis et al. 2006). DePaola et al. (1992); Farmakis et al. (2004);
Nagel et al. (1999) on the other hand suggested that elevated WSS gradients
affect the function of endothelium or cause endothelial dysfunction in regions of
disturbed flow, enhancing atherogensis. A 3D simulation carried out with the
same 90-degree branch geometry used during this study showed temporal and
spatial gradients located in regions commonly associated with atherogenesis.
However, similar WSS gradients were also found in other regions not commonly
associated with plaque formation (Evegren et al. 2010). The current study in
the 90-degree branch focuses on the temporal WSS gradient (TWSSG) varia-
tion, where it is demonstrated that it is the most focal WSS gradient feature to
the outer wall coinciding with the low and oscillatory WSS regions (van Wyk
et al. 2013b). DePaola et al. (1992); Haidekker et al. (2001); White et al. (2001)
show that cell proliferation is enhanced in regions exposed to sudden changes
in TWSSG, an initiating factor in atherogensis. High TWSSGs have also been
correlated with biochemical release mechanisms in relation to monocyte re-
cruitment important in the inflammatory process (Bao et al. 1999). There has
been consistent agreement over the last couple of decades that Atherosclerosis
is an inflammatory driven disease (Libby et al. 2002; Montecucco & Mach 2009;
Ross et al. 1999).

Regions where intimal thickening have been shown to be the highest, dis-
play WSS values of less than 1.0 Pa, according to Wootton & Ku (1999).
Wootton & Ku (1999) states that the arterial walls try to maintain a constant
WSS of ∼ 1.5 Pa in high shear regions. The difference between high and low
WSS magnitudes at the inner and outer walls is as little as 50%. It is shown
that regions of high uni-directional WSS tend to be free of plaque formation
(Zarins et al. 1983). On the other hand, further growth of advanced plaques
are shown to be different to the processes involved in plaque initiation, happen-
ing under elevated high shear stress conditions (Tang et al. 2008; Yang et al.
2010). Experiments carried out by Friedman et al. (1986) indicated that intimal
thickness growth initially increased rapidly in regions of high shear but then
the growth is slowed down dramatically. Whilst, areas of lower shear showed
a relatively constant but slower thickness development, eventually surpassing
the higher shear areas.

2.2. The Blood

Blood is a fluid with a large number of cells and molecules of different sizes,
suspended in water. The non-Newtonian behavioural property of blood was dis-
covered already by Hess in 1915, who found that blood viscosity was shear de-
pendent. It has also been shown that blood exhibits viscoelastic and shear thin-
ning behaviour caused by the formation of RBC microstructures that break-up
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at higher flow rates (Chien 1970; Thurston 1979, 1994). The constituents of
the blood will be described in more detail in the following paragraphs.

2.2.1. Blood Plasma and the Cellular Elements

The volume of blood existing in each adult human is between 4 to 6 litres,
with a density of approximately 1060 kg/m3 in a homogeneous state (Brooks
et al. 1970; Cutnell & Johnson 1998). When all particles or cellular compo-
nents are removed the carrier fluid (plasma) remains and makes up about 55%
of the blood volume. Plasma is an aqueous solution with 8% organic and in-
organic solutes at low concentrations. Proteins make up approximately 7% of
these solutes. One of these proteins, fibrinogen, has been suggested as being
the principal agent responsible for the RBC aggregating capacity of plasma.
Aggregation capacity has been found to increase with increasing fibrinogen
concentration (Merrill et al. 1963a). The properties of plasma are displayed in
Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Plasma properties at 37oC. Data taken from
Bronzino (2000); Burton (1965); Caro et al. (2012); Lowe et al.
(1993)

Contituents: Water 92
Mass fraction (%) Proteins 7

Inorganic Salts 1

Dynamic viscosity (µp, mPas) 1.32

Density (rhop, kg/m
3) 1025

The cellular elements in the blood can be split up into three main groups;
Erythrocytes (RBCs), Leukocytes and Thrombocytes, listed in Table 2.3. The
Leukocytes, or White Blood Cells (WBC), is a heterogeneous group containing
cells of different types (Table 2.3). The WBC are the largest of the cells and
roughly spherical in shape, perform as part of the body’s defense and are much
lower in concentration than RBCs. The Thrombocytes, or Platelets, are the
smallest of the cellular elements. The Platelets are disk shaped and induce the
important process of coagulation when a wound is sustained, rushing to the
affected area to form a plug to stop the bleeding. RBCs dominate the cellular
element fraction in blood representing 99% of the mass fraction of the cellular
elements. Therefore the RBCs are the most important factor in determining
the rheological properties of blood and will be described in more detail in the
Sections to follow.
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Table 2.3. The cellullar constituents of human blood. Data
taken from Caro et al. (2012)

Cell type
Number
per mm3

Unstressed
Shape
&
Dimension (µm)

Volume
fraction of
Blood (%)

Red Blood 4-6 Bi-concave disc
45

Cells million 8 x 1 x 2

Leucocytes
(Monocytes,
Lymphocytes &
Granulocytes)

4-11
thousand

Roughly Spherical
7-22

1

Platelets
250-500
thousand

Oval disc
2-4



CHAPTER 3

Blood Rheology and Mixture Models

The following section describes viscosity relations developed for blood, imple-
mented during this study. In the experimentally and theoretically based mod-
els to be reviewed, only the macroscopic or bulk properties of the blood are
considered. From an experimental point of view, the parameters intended to
describe the behavioural character are fixed by macroscopic measurements in
viscometers and not the microscopic properties of the suspension. The effective
viscosity is not an intrinsic property of the suspension, it is rather dependent
on flow conditions and the averaging properties of the instrument used to mea-
sure (Barnes 1995, 2000). The blood is defined as a homogeneous mixture
for each measurement and all the empirical relations defining the viscosity of
blood can be termed mixture models. All constitutive models considered are
time-independent and therefore the viscoelastic properties of the blood are not
included. The viscosity of blood is strongly influenced by the behaviour of
a dense suspension due to the dynamics of the RBCs and will therefore be
introduced first in short.

3.1. Dense RBC Suspensions

The rheology of the blood is dominated by a dense suspension of particles, the
RBCs and other cells. Unlike dilute suspensions, where the particle motion
is controlled by the fluid forces, flows of dense suspensions are controlled by
collisions or contact dominated forcing. The rheology of a RBC suspension
however is also controlled by other forces such as electrostatic, buoyancy and
elastic forces. This section considers the dominant particle forces under dense
or dilute regimes influenced by pressure driven arterial flows.

3.1.1. Dense vs. dilute particle forcing

Particles released in a fluid accelerate due to the net force applied by the
surrounding fluid on the particles. This is the well-known 2nd law of Newtonian
mechanics where the forcing on any particle Fp, with mass mp is equal to the
rate of change of momentum

Fp = mpap = mp
dUp

dt
(3.1)

14
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Considering a wall bounded flow of dense suspensions of RBCs and other
particles and large molecules in a Newtonian-like fluid (blood plasma), several
possible forces may act on each particle and should be identified;

mp
dUp

dt
= Fb + Fg + Fam + Fh + Fd + Fl + Fpr + Fc + Feo (3.2)

The forces on the RHS represent the possible forces applied to any particle,
whether under dilute or dense regimes. Starting from left to right, buoyancy
force Fb , gravitational force Fg , the added or virtual mass force Fam , the
Bassett history force Fh , drag forces Fd , Saffmann type lift forces Fl, pressure
driven forces Fpr, collision forces Fc and adhesion forces (electrostatic and
osmotic forces) Feo. The last four terms highlighted in bold are thought to
be the most dominant forces in a dense blood-like suspension, as opposed to
a dilute suspension where the first five terms are more influential. The last
four terms are involved in the competing mechanisms existing between the
wall and center of a vessel. Two main processes can be used to summarize the
complex interactions occuring in the flow of blood. The first of which generates
a viscosity gradient due to the aggregation of RBCs forming micro-structures
of varying sizes in the vicinity of the center of a vessel. This is a result of
low enough shear rates allowing adhesion enhancement. The adhesion can be
attributed to the combination of electrostatic and osmotic forces described.
The resulting variations in the micro-structure are discussed in more detail in
Section 3.2. The second process concerns the migration of the RBCs away
from the wall towards the center of the vessel resulting from the effect of shear
rate gradients on individual as well as aggregates of particles. This counteracts
the effects of dispersion due to the viscosity gradients towards the center. The
particles therefore move down the shear rate gradient due to the Saffmann
type lift forces, which increases the collision frequency and further enhances
migration away from the wall. The flow can therefore be thought of as a
two ”layer” flow, established by the inner core of RBC aggregates surrounded
by the cell-depleted peripheral layer. The latter of the competing processes
is the main reason for the formation of a cell depletion layer near the wall.
The well documented effect is known as the Fahreaus-Lindquist effect in the
tube flow of blood (Aarts et al. 1988; Goldsmith 1971; Goldsmith & Mason
1971). Although this effect is important in simple tube flow studies acting as
a lubrication layer, it is unknown how strong the influence is in large arteries
since the effects of convection are much larger. The flow in large arteries is
complex due to unsteadiness and the occurrence of multiple curves, bends and
bifurcations and it is therefore assumed that the RBC concentration does not
vanish in the near wall.
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3.1.2. The continuum regime

In the large arteries the multiphase flow of blood is often assumed to be a
continuum. The homogeneity assumption is often made due to the large ratio
of vessel diameter to RBC diameter (Fung 2010). The transport of the RBCs,
normally termed the volumetric concentration (haematocrit, H) as the term
for the RBC collective, can be modelled by an advection-diffusion equation:

∂H

∂t
+ uj

∂H

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj
(φj) (3.3)

The equation represents the balance of convective particle fluxes and the
net diffusive particle fluxes φj . The net diffusive flux of the RBCs is given by;

φj = φCj + φµj (3.4)

where φCj is the flux contribution of the particle interactions or collisions due
to hydrodynamic forcing, incorporating the particle migration. φµj represents
the flux contribution due to the spatial variation in viscosity that causes the
resistance to the migrationary motion. An example of a formulation for mod-
elling this type of flux balance is based on the scaling arguments of Leighton
& Acrivos (1987) and has been proposed by Phillips et al. (1992);

φCj = KCHa
2

[
H
∂γ̇

∂xj
+ γ̇

∂H

∂xj

]
(3.5)

φµj = KµHa
2

[
γ̇H

(
1

µ

)
∂µ

∂xj

]
(3.6)

where γ̇ =
√

2SijSij is the local shear rate magnitude and a is the mean
RBC diameter or the equivalent spherical radius of the bi-concave disk shaped
RBCs. µ is the local mixture dynamic viscosity and the coefficients KC and
Kµ are flow case specific scaling parameters. In both Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6, the Hγ̇
scale has been adopted to represent the number of collisions a specific particle
will experience. Eq. 3.5 represents an expansion of the particle interaction
frequency a ∂

∂xj
(γ̇H), identifying two competing processes. H ∂γ̇

∂xj
identifies that

there will be a flux if there is a shear rate gradient even though there is no
volume fraction gradient. This physically means that particles will move in
the direction of the lower interaction frequency. This will enduce a gradient
in the volume fraction and will lead to the competing component γ̇ ∂H∂xj

. Eq.

3.6 defines a drift flux that is proportional to the relative viscosity gradient by
a
µ
∂µ
∂xj

acting on the interaction frequency scaling Hγ̇.

This modelling theory has been analyzed by many authors in small scale
arterial-like domains (Mansour et al. 2010; Nott & Brady 1994), where the time
scales of these fluxes could be important. In this study however, the net flux
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is modelled as a Fickian flux due to the assumed dominance of the convective
fluxes in large scale domains or arteries on the LHS of Eq. 3.3 as follows:

φj = DH
∂H

∂xj
(3.7)

The forces that act among the RBCs are therefore represented by an ef-
fective diffusivity DH . With these assumptions, substituting into Eq. 3.3, the
motion of the RBCs is determined by a typical convection-diffusion relation:

∂H

∂t
+ uj

∂H

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj

(
DH

∂H

∂xj

)
(3.8)

The RBC diffusivity (DH) is therefore assumed to be constant and small. Fur-
ther arguments for the choice of DH and the Fickian assumption are discussed
in the section to follow.

3.2. RBCs and Microstructural behaviour

The Red Blood Cell is a bi-concave disk approximately 6-8 µm in diameter,
2-3 µm at its thickest point and 1 µm at its thinnest section (Caro et al.
2012). On average the RBCs make up approximately 45% of the blood volume
at normal levels (Bronzino 2000; Cutnell & Johnson 1998; Lowe et al. 1993).
Each RBC is made up of an elastic, permeable membrane enclosing the interior
fluid constituted of water, haemoglobin and different chemical compounds. The
elastic membrane allows RBCs to deform and squeeze their way through the
narrowest of capillaries to the extremities of the body. Haemoglobin gives
blood its red colour and carries the oxygen. The viscosity of the interior fluid
is strongly influenced by the concentration of haemoglobin and can be between
1 and 6 mPas (Dintenfass 1968a,b), also including membrane effects. Table
3.1 displays some physical properties of the RBC.

The microstructure in blood defined by the concentrated particle suspen-
sion, is dominated by the RBCs. According to Chien (1970), two qualita-
tively distinct microstructures exist in response to the flow conditions. At low
shear rates (0-1 s−1) the RBCs form an extended network of aggregates called
rouleaux. With increasing shear rate the aggregates break up, decreasing the
average aggregate size and thereby defining the non-Newtonian viscosity rela-
tionship. The aggregation, dis-aggregation and deformation properties of the
RBCs are the dominating processes in the relation of the microstructure to the
effective viscosity of blood. The effects of aggregation and deformation on the
viscous behaviour has been documented by Chien (1970), shown in Fig. 3.1.
The hardening of RBCs, at a physiological RBC volume fraction (∼45%), leads
to an almost Newtonian type fluid viscosity, whereas the loss of aggregation
capacity leads to a decrease in peak viscosity at low shear rates (γ̇ <1s−1). The
aggregation process is a reflection of the existence of a yield stress i.e. the flow
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Table 3.1. The Composition of the Red Blood Cell. Data
taken from Bronzino (2000); Burton (1965); Caro et al. (2012).

Contents:

Water 65

Mass fraction (%)

Membrane
components
(Proteins, Phospholipid &
Cholestorol)

3

Haemoglobin 32

Average Surface Area (µm2) ∼140

Average Volume (µm3) ∼80-90

Internal Aqueous Solution Viscosity (µRBC , mPas) ∼1-6

Density (rhoRBC , kg/m3) ∼1100

shear stress required to initiate flow from rest state (Merrill et al. 1963a). The
stronger the aggregation, i.e. higher concentration of fibrinogen, the higher the
yield stress (Merrill et al. 1966, 1963c). RBCs in serum (plasma minus fibrino-
gen) also possess a yield stress, but approximately half of that with fibrinogen
(Chien et al. 1966), shown in Fig. 3.1. The yield stress can dramatically
increase by only minute increases in fibrinogen (Copley et al. 1968).

3.3. RBC Diffusivity and Tube Flow

The diffusivity of RBCs is a consequence of several factors such as fluid shear,
electrostatic, bouyancy and collision forces, as described. The few studies quan-
tifying the enhanced diffusivity RBCs display due to shear, are restricted to
flow in straight, narrow tubes on the capillary scale (Bishop et al. 2002; Cha
& Beissinger 2001; Goldsmith & Marlow 1979). Steady flow conditions are
the focus in all studies, not complex pulsatile flows. The experimental studies
show that diffusivity in a concentrated suspension of RBCs may be very low,
approximately of the order of magnitude 10−11 to 10−13 (m2/s). This may
suggest that the transport of RBCs in large arteries is convection dominated.

Most studies are more interested in the diffusivity of platelets, due to their
influence during the later stages of atherogensis. The diffusivity of RBCs has
been shown to be enhanced by the flow (Bishop et al. 2002; Cha & Beissinger
2001; Goldsmith & Marlow 1979; Hudson 2003; King & Leighton Jr 2001;
Leighton & Acrivos 1987) and constrained by close packing of neighbouring
particles (Cohen & De Schepper 1992), in concentrated suspensions. In tube
flow studies for blood, the RBCs are observed to migrate away from the walls
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Figure 3.1. (top) Schematic of the relationship between the
microstructure and the apparent viscosity. (bottom) The illus-
tration of the RBC microstructure scales from the aggregation
dominated regime at low shear and distribution at high shear.
Data taken from Chien (1970); Chien et al. (1966).
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due to hydrodynamic wall effects (Aarts et al. 1988; Goldsmith 1971; Gold-
smith & Mason 1971). This migration effect dominates the movement of RBCs
towards the centre of the channel, in large arteries. The ”caging effect” (Cohen
& De Schepper 1992), caused by close neighbours, along with the migration
effect, limits the diffusion component towards the walls. Therefore, in large
arteries RBCs are thought to exist in lower concentrations near the wall. In
contrast, at the capillary scale, Goldsmith & Marlow (1979) shows that RBC
concentration increases towards the walls at normal bulk RBCs (haematocrit)
∼45% with increasing flow rate. This is a capillary attributed property RBCs
portray, related to deformation properties, not replicated in the larger vascu-
lature flows.

Higher values of diffusivity could be expected during pulsatile flows in com-
plex bifurcating domains where enhanced flow shear patterns, due to strong
secondary flow, may further enhance diffusion. It is not yet known how trans-
port of RBC is affected in the region of bifurcations. In this study, a wide range
of values is considered to represent the possible values for diffusivity that could
occur in the large scale vascular regions of the circulation. An interesting ob-
servation in the region of bifurcations is the formation of a separation bubble.
In 90-degree bifurcations, it is observed as a forced extension of the shear layer
at the wall into the core, due to the centrifugal effect. The shear layer gradients
at the wall and the separation bubble fluid boundary are therefore similar in
magnitude. Therefore, the majority of the RBCs can be expected to migrate
away from the shear layer, as in tube flow. This should be true providing the
shear gradients are comparably greater as compared to the inverse of the RBC
dimensions. The shear induced migration is therefore dominant. In combi-
nation with the ”caging effect”, it can be hypothesized that the transport of
haematocrit can be described to be dominated by convection and thus a large

Schmidt number
([
Sc = µ

ρDH

]
> 1
)

. Large Schmidt numbers are commonly

associated with large molecules common in the blood and thus larger particles
can be assumed to behave in a similar fashion (Caro et al. 2012).

An expression for the particle Peclet number (Pe), a measure of the relative
dominance of convection of the particles (RBCs) with respect to the particle
diffusivity, can be written according to Equation 3.9. It represents the reasoning
behind the convection dominance on the RBCs, by the flow, in large arteries.

Pe = ReSc =
U0D

DH
∼ U0D

a2γ̇f(H)
(3.9)

where Re is the Reynolds number, U0(m/s) is the peak inflow velocity, D is the
inlet or main branch diameter, γ̇(s−1) is the shear rate proportional to U0/D,
H is the RBC volume fraction and DH(m2/s) is the effective diffusivity of the
RBCs. The expression may be simplified if one assumes that γ̇ ∼ U0/D and
f(H)=O(1), leading to an expression for the Peclet number
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Pe = ReSc ∼ D2

a2
(3.10)

For the RBC, as D/a is large, the Peclet number is therefore much larger
than unity. Typical values for D and a in this study i.e. D=13 mm and
a ≈3 µm. DH is assumed to be proportional to the product of the square of
the particle diameter and the shear rate, in tube flows of concentrated sus-
pensions. Experimental data by (Cha & Beissinger 2001; Leighton & Acrivos
1987; Nott & Brady 1994) supports the assumption above. These studies con-
sider shear induced diffusion of RBCs and spherical particles. In the case
of concentrated RBCs the shear induced diffusivity was found to decrease
with increasing RBC volume fraction H at or above volume fractions of 45%

(Cha & Beissinger 2001). Thus, DH is shown to be proportional to ( a2

γ̇f(H) ) in

Equation 3.9 and Pe is shown to be much greater than 1. The length and flow
scales considered in this study indicate that Pe is of the order of magnitude 10.
A simpler estimate can be made regarding the ratio of convective to diffusive
time scales, as in Eq. 3.11.

τC
τD

=
D/U0

D2/DH
>> 1 (3.11)

where τC and τD are the convective and diffusive time scales, respectively. In
this study the Schmidt number, Sc, is of the order of 103. Thus, the RBC
diffusivity is more important at the capillary scale with small D.

3.4. Empirical Blood mixture viscosity models

Over the last five or more decades, a handful of non-Newtonian models have
been developed, describing both the shear thinning properties and concentra-
tion dependency of the blood. The non-Newtonian constitutive models that
exist have either been adapted to or developed for blood. Four distinctly dif-
ferent models, from what can be viewed as the main model structure categories,
are chosen to carry out the investigations herein. Each model is chosen for its
consideration of parameters identified as being important for describing the
behavioural nature of blood flow. The behavioural parameters include the ex-
istence of shear strength (shear stress required to initiate flow), Newtonian
viscous limits, shear rate dependency and the dependency on cell and molec-
ular composition (Charm & Kurland 1972; Wilkinson 1960). The following
paragraphs will describe the models implemented. The four models chosen,
quantifying the dynamic viscosity (µ) of Human blood, have been identified
during this study as the most well developed and widely used. Three of the
models are functions of both haematocrit and shear rate, while the fourth is a
function of the shear rate only.

The most general shear-thinning relation that may be used to describe
the phenomenological characteristics of the blood, without the dependence on
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haematocrit, is the power law model µ = kγ̇(n−1). This model can only repre-
sent a small part of the entire physiological shear rate range. Multi-parameter
models for the relationship between apparent viscosity (µ) and shear rate are
more representative. A generalized three parameter model was proposed by
Cross (1965, 1970):

µ = µ∞ + (µ0 − µ∞)[1 + kCrγ̇
(nCr−1)] (3.12)

where µ0 and µ∞ are the viscosities in the limits γ̇ →0 and γ̇ →∞, respectively,
extending the power law model to a larger part of the range of interest.

The Newtonian viscosity value for Blood is commonly found to be the
lowest viscosity (at high shear rates) of a homogeneous blood mixture at normal
levels and approximately 3.5 times that of water. The haematocrit composition
of blood at normal levels is about 45% on average, varying between individuals
(Caro et al. 2012; Fung 2010).

3.4.1. Bird-Carreau model

A model initially developed for polymers, the Bird-Carreau model, describes
the reaction kinetics between particle chain formation and chain structure rup-
ture due to varying shear rates. It is similar to the model postulated by Cross
(1965, 1970) representing the reaction kinetics. The relation between limits is
described by a similar power law relation that has been adapted to fit data for
blood properties (Carreau 1972; Johnston et al. 2004; Soulis et al. 2008). The
model describes the viscosity through the following expression

µ = µ∞ + (µ0 − µ∞)[1 + (λBC γ̇)2]
nBC−1

2 (3.13)

where µ0 = 0.056Pas represents ”zero shear viscosity”, the viscosity value just
before the fluid comes to rest; µ∞ = 0.00345Pas is the Newtonian viscosity or
”infinite shear viscosity”, the viscosity value at high shear rates; λBC = 3.313s
is the relaxation time constant for haematocrit and nBC is the power law index
defining the degree of non-Newtonian behaviour. The Bird-Carreau model has
been widely used with the values for the above constants. It represents the
widest range of shear rates of the four models, however with no explicit RBC
volume fraction correction or dependency. Due to the lack of literature available
detailing the origins of the implemented coefficients and the lack of dependency
on RBC volume fraction this model was not considered in all investigations.

3.4.2. Casson model

The Casson model, initially derived to describe the flow behaviour of print-
ing ink, was suggested for application in the description of blood viscosity by
Casson (1959). The basis for the suggestion was the similarities portrayed by
blood, with respect to the shear rate and shear strength properties of the rela-
tion. The group size of the mutually attractive particles is a function of shear
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rate i.e. the aggregate size is a function of the shear rate, decreasing in size
for higher shear rates. Shear strength of the suspension is another property
defining the shear stress required to break the static structure and thereby ini-
tiate flow. The Casson model is expressed by relations 3.14 and 3.15, where
the former defining the relation between shear stress and shear rate (Casson
1959; Charm & Kurland 1972).

µ =
τ

γ̇
(3.14)

τ

γ̇
=

[√
kC(H)γ̇ +

√
τy(H)

]2

γ̇
for τ > τy(H)

γ̇ = 0 for τ <= τy(H)

(3.15)

Terms kC(H) and τy(H) are functions of the haematocrit H as follows:

kC(H) =
µp

(1−H)A
(3.16)

τy(H) =

[
B

A
((1−H)A/2 − 1)

]2

(3.17)

where µp and H are the blood plasma viscosity and fraction haematocrit,
respectively. The normal values for which can be obtained from Table 2.2.
The constants A and B represent experimental constants, where A = aβ and
B = aαB − 1 (Cokelet et al. 1963). The values of the constants are determined
experimentally such that kC(H) = 0.003 Pas and τy(H) = 0.0053 Pa, deter-
mined for human blood at H ∼45 % (Cokelet et al. 1963; Merrill et al. 1963b;
Perktold et al. 1991). The Casson model was regarded as the best model for ex-
pressing the relationship between shear stress and shear rate for normal blood
in the 1960s. The Casson model is seen to express well the viscosity over a
wide range of shear rates, although only values greater than 1 s−1 (Charm &
Kurland 1972; Zydney et al. 1991).

3.4.3. Quemada model

One of the most recently developed models is that of the Quemada constitu-
tive equation, known to represent the broadest range of shear rates for blood,
greater than approximately 0.01 s−1 (Zydney et al. 1991). It was initially devel-
oped to describe the non-Newtonian viscosity of concentrated particle suspen-
sions, based the principle of minimum energy dissipation. The principle states
that under steady conditions of single or two phase flows ”the actual solution is
that which minimizes the rate of energy dissipation” (Quemada 1977). For two

phase flows where ∂µ
∂H > 0, the effect is a result of lubrication structures closely

related to the transient phenomenon of particle migration. It is associated with
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tubes of small diameter where the resistance decreases at a given flow rate. The
reduction in resistance due to lubrication in the near wall is greater than the
increased resistance due the higher viscosity near the centre of the tube (Que-
mada 1977). The lubrication or cell depleted layer was originally observed
in small tubes by Robin F̊ahræus and Torsten Lindqvist in 1931 (F̊ahræus &
Lindqvist 1931) and subsequently named the F̊ahræus-Lindqvist effect. The
viscosity relation developed by Quemada (1977) is defined as follows:

µ = µp

(
1− k(γ̇, H)

2
H

)−2

(3.18)

where k(γ̇, H) is identified as a non-dimensional, effective, intrinsic viscosity
co-efficient, a function of the maximum particle packing concentration. µp and
H are the blood plasma viscosity and fraction haematocrit described earlier for
the Casson model. The important property of the relation is that it reduces to
the plasma viscosity when the RBC concentration is zero, consistent with the
existence of a lubrication layer. In follow up work by Quemada, the equation
was extended to non-Newtonian systems similar to blood. A model was devel-
oped for k to incorporate the shear rate dependency on the maximum packing
concentration, yielding (Quemada 1978);

k(γ̇, H) =
k0(H) + k∞(H)

√
γ̇/γ̇C(H)

1 +
√
γ̇/γ̇C(H)

(3.19)

parameters γ̇C , k0 and k∞ are the critical shear rate and non-dimensional
intrinsic viscosities related to low and high shear rates, respectively. Extensive
correlations of the above parameters, as a function of haematocrit H, have
been developed by Cokelet (1987) as follows;

γ̇C(H) = e(−6.1508+27.923H−25.6H2+3.697H3) (3.20)

k0(H) = e(3.874−10.41H+13.8H2−6.738H3) (3.21)

k∞(H) = e(1.3435−2.803H+2.711H2−0.6479H2) (3.22)

3.4.4. Walburn-Schneck model

In 1976, Walburn and Schneck used a multi-regressional technique to curve
fit two power-law model parameters to viscometric data obtained from anti-
coagulated blood samples of which the haematocrit and chemical composition
was determined. The optimised model includes the complex dependencies on
haematocrit and plasma protein concentration. This model represents a sta-
tistical correlation of three of the most influential fluid parameters; shear rate,
haematocrit and plasma protein concentration (Walburn & Schneck 1976);

µ = C1e
C2HeC4

TPMA
H2 γ̇−C3H (3.23)
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Here the empirical constants are C1 = 0.000797 Pas, C2 = 0.0608, C3 =
0.00499, C4 = 14.585 l/g. Hematocrit is defined as a percentage and TPMA =
25 g/l is the Total Proteins Minus Albumin concentration for normal human
blood. The shear rate validity for this model has been reported as being in the
broad range greater than approximately 0.01 s−1 (Zydney et al. 1991).

The rheological model of choice implemented in the patient specific studies
is the empirically fitted Quemada model due the pure dependency on the local
shear rate and the RBC concentration. The other models are constructed with
dependencies on additional components of the blood, increasing the uncertain-
ties. The Quemada model also includes a parameter relating the size of the
aggregates to the kinetics of the flow resulting in a finite viscosity at zero shear
rates. This makes it more attractive for blood flow modelling unlike the Casson
and Walburn-Schneck models that tend to infinity near zero shear rates.



CHAPTER 4

Pulsatile Flow in Large Arteries

Physiological blood flow is inherently pulsatile, in-vivo, due to the cyclic pump-
ing nature of the heart. In addition to the heart frequency, the flow may contain
other frequencies that are generated by the flow itself. The frequency spectrum
may be quantified (i.e. distinct frequencies) or continuous, as is the case in
turbulent flows. Flow unsteadiness that is not directly related to the heart
pulsation were first observed by McDonald and his co-workers in the 1950s
as a reversal of the flow in the larger arteries of rabbits and dogs (McDonald
1960). It was later shown experimentally by Helps & McDonald (1953) that
the pressure and velocity were out of phase, the lag which was analytically
described by Womersley (1955). Aptly a non-dimensional number, namely the
Womersley number, was defined to describe the degree of importance of the
cyclic behaviour of the bulk flow.

The following sections will describe governing equations of the flow of a
multiphase mixture, the origins of the Womersley and Dean numbers, followed
by an example case of typical pulsatile flow behaviour in the large arteries.

4.1. Governing Flow Equations

The governing equations used to model the flow are the equations for conser-
vation of mass and momentum. These conservation laws are commonly called
the Navier-Stokes equations for fluids with variable density to account for the
variation in the RBC concentration;

∂ρ

∂t
+
∂(ρui)

∂xi
= 0 (4.1)

∂(ρui)

∂t
+ uj

∂(ρui)

∂xj
= − ∂p

∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj

+ ρfbi (4.2)

where ρ is the mixture density, ui is the velocity component in i-direction, p is
the static pressure, τij is the viscous stress tensor and fbi represents the possi-
bility of any external body force acting on the fluid (e.g. gravity). A derivation
for the conservation equation forms can be found in Anderson (1995). The
density is considered here to be a function of the RBCs and plasma densities:

26
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ρ = ρRBCH + ρp(1−H), (4.3)

where ρRBC , ρp are the densities of the blood plasma (water plus large
molecules) and the density of the RBCs, respectively. The viscous stress tensor,
τij, accounts for the stress due to the fluid motion, given by:

τij = 2µ(Sij) (4.4)

where µ represents the dynamic viscosity of the non-Newtonian viscosity models
described in Section 3.4, where stress due to fluid motion is not a linear function
of the shear rate. The shear rate is obtained from the rate of shear tensor, Sij,
defined as follows:

Sij =
1

2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+
∂uj

∂xi

)
(4.5)

The mixtures considered here are assumed to be almost homogeneous, since
the difference in RBC and plasma density is small. Thus, the density can
be assumed to be constant and all external forces can be neglected, whereby
reducing Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 into the incompressible set of equations.

∂ui

∂xi
= 0 (4.6)

∂ui

∂t
+ uj

∂ui

∂xj
=

1

ρ

[
− ∂p

∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj

]
(4.7)

The different studies carried out in the present thesis show that the effect
of density variations is small in the large arteries and can often be neglected.
The RBCs are relatively stiff and in larger vessels they can be considered to
be non-deforming. The cells have a density close to that of the plasma and for
simplicity this fact can be neglected. The effect of the local RBC concentra-
tion however is important when accounting for viscosity variations that have a
stronger influence on the local flow conditions. The force balance described by
the momentum equation (4.7) can be expressed in words as:

Transient inertia + Convective Inertia =

Pressure gradient + Viscous force

This is useful for explanation purposes in the following sections.
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4.2. The Womersley number

The Womersley number (α) was derived from an analytical expression for cal-
culating the flow rate of a Newtonian fluid from a given pulsating pressure
gradient. It physically quantifies the ratio of the transient inertial forces to the
viscous forces, as follows:

α2 =
transient inertia

viscous forces
(4.8)

This qualitative relation can be recast into another form if one assumes the
following. Taking D/2, the radius of the tube or artery, as the characteristic
length scale of the problem and if ω = 2πf (the angular frequency) as the
characteristic time scale, one may assess the transient inertia to be ωρU whereas
the viscous force is estimated with the length scale of the tube radius, such that
µU
D2/4 . Thus, the Womersley number can then be estimated to be:

α2 =
D2

4

ωρ

µ
(4.9)

Thus, the Womersley number for a larger artery (e.g. the renal artery) would
be of the order 7-10, depending on the flow conditions and individual variations.
According to Womersley α >10 is considered to be high where the peak flow
asymptotically goes to 10% of the Poiseulle solution. The pressure and velocity
become 90◦ out of phase and the flow profile takes on a plug-like shape. This
means that the pulsation frequency is so high that the boundary layer does
not have enough time to develop, rendering viscous effects to be small. The
opposite effect is when the pulsation frequency tends to zero, so the solution
converges on the Poiseulle solution. According to Prandtl, the influence of
the no-slip condition and the last term in Eq. 4.7 is confined to the near
wall region at high enough Reynolds numbers for a fluid with small µ (eg.
water). If this is true then an estimate of the boundary layer thickness can be
made by comparing the transient inertia and viscous force terms of Eq. 4.7
by dimensional analysis. The transient inertia and viscous force term are of
the orders of magnitude ωρU and µU

δ2 , respectively. In an oscillating boundary
layer these two terms are of equal importance, thus:

ρωU ≈ µU

δ2
(4.10)

and;

δ ∼
√
ν

ω
(4.11)

The proportionality of the boundary layer thickness is therefore a function of
the viscosity and the pulsation frequency. A more detailed analysis was carried
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out by Schlichting et al. (1968), calculating an exact value for unsteady pipe
flow of a Newtonian fluid.

δ = 6.5

√
ν

ω
(4.12)

This acts as a good estimate for the boundary layer thickness in pulsating
arterial flows.

4.3. Transition to turbulence

The occurrence of turbulence in the large arteries of the human body is still not
well documented or understood. To facilitate the discussion of the development
of turbulence, Reynolds experiment can be used to describe how turbulence oc-
curs. Reynolds showed that turbulence can develop downstream of an entrance
were the flow initially is laminar if a critical value in peak Reynolds number
is exceeded. The main idea is that it takes some time for any flow instability
to transition and to grow turbulent. An in − vivo experiment of an ascend-
ing aortic flow showed that the flow is stable beyond some critical Reynolds
number values in steady tube flow ((Reynolds: Re ≈ 2300) (Fung 2010). An
accelerating flow is more stable than a steady flow because turbulence cannot
develop instantaneously (Fung 2010). For this reason one cannot use steady-
state flow data for analysis of the state of flow (laminar/transitional/turbulent)
for pulsatile flows, which is often used in the literature. During systolic decel-
eration turbulence may occur as a result of the additional forcing from the
inherent unsteadiness. This turbulence differs very much from a fully devel-
oped turbulent flow that has been commonly studied over the past 150 years.
The spectrum is not compatible with Kolmogorovs theory and in general no
equilibrium between production and dissipation is reached. The theory about
non-equilibrium turbulent flows with short intervals of turbulent burst is far
from being developed. The parameters relevant to the unsteadiness influencing
the transition to turbulence in arteries originates from different sources:

• artery geometry: Bends and bifurcations and possibly wall distensibility
• unsteady pressure gradient
• wall roughness
• enhanced small scale dissipation due to RBC
• enhanced production due to shear layers (e.g. stenosis)

When the pressure gradient is no longer favorable (i.e flow is decelerating),
due to the unsteadiness induced by the heart pulsations, flow reversal may
occur. One has to bear in mind that the flow and pressure are not in phase
and the phase lag may very during the cycle. The reversal of the flow alters
the velocity profiles, possibly introducing inflection points that could lead to
disturbance enhancement. There are also disturbances that are carried from
one pulsation to the next. The influence of the secondary flow structures due to
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the aortic valve or root on the inflow conditions to ascending aorta is thought
to be an important parameter in modelling of the flow.

When dealing with pulsatile flows it is necessary to consider the size of
the bulk Reynolds number and the bulk Womersley number as well as the
geometrical deviation from ideal pipe flow, simultaneously. The transition to
turbulence in the aorta of a dog has been observed to take place in the beginning
of the descending aorta during systolic deceleration (Fung 2010). This has
however been shown to be attenuated by a high enough Womersley number
relative to the peak Reynolds number. The higher Womersley number means
that there is less time for turbulence to develop during the deceleration phase
before the next period of acceleration re-laminarizes the flow.

Secondary flow in regions of curvature can also have a stabilizing effect on
the flow as demonstrated by two independent experimentalists, White (1929)
and Taylor (1929). They showed that transition to turbulence in a curved tube
could be delayed by up to three times as compared to a straight pipe.

4.4. The Dean number

Additional unsteadiness arises from secondary flow production due to interac-
tion of the bulk flow with the many complex bends and junctions in the arterial
network. These regions in the arterial tree experience an enhanced unsteadiness
due to the complex secondary flow structures that develop due to centrifugal
forces. In general, a large scale pair of vortices known as Dean vortices form
in the region of curvature usually classified by the Dean number (Dean 1927,
1928).

The Dean number (De) physically represents the ratio of the centrifugal
forces to the viscous forces.

De =
centrifugal forces

viscous forces
(4.13)

Using R, the radius of curvature, as the length scale for the centrifugal force,
the pipe radius D/2 as the length scale for the viscous force and the Rey-
nolds number based on pipe diameter, as done throughout the thesis, one may
estimate the Dean number by

De = Re

√
D

2R
(4.14)

Together with the Reynolds number, the Womersley and Dean numbers can be
used to identify the specific pulsatile flow regime we are studying in the region
of curvature or junction.

4.5. Dynamic similarity

Two different geometrically similar flows with the same Reynolds and Womer-
sley numbers are said to be dynamically similar if the solution is the same. A
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convenient way of considering the importance of the non-dimensional parame-
ters is to rewrite the Navier-Stokes equations in non-dimensional form. This is
done by introducing characteristic values for the velocity U , frequency ω, and
length-scale D (relevant to arteries) to define the following non-dimensional
variables.

t∗ = ωt ui
∗ = ui/U uj

∗ = uj/U
x∗i = xi/D p∗ = p/ρU2 x∗j = xj/D

After substituting the above terms into Eq. 4.7, dividing by ρU2

D , followed
by some algebraic manipulations a non-dimensional expression for the Navier-
Stokes equations is yielded:

ωD

U

∂ui
∗

∂t∗
+ uj

∗ ∂ui
∗

∂x∗j
= −∂p

∗

∂x∗i
+

ν

DU

∂2ui
∗

∂x∗j∂x
∗
j

(4.15)

where ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity. Further analysis and identification of
the non-dimensional numbers relevant to pulsating flows allows us to rewrite
the 4.15 in the following form;

4α2

Re

∂ui
∗

∂t∗
+ uj

∗ ∂ui
∗

∂x∗j
= −∂p

∗

∂x∗i
+

1

Re

∂2ui
∗

∂x∗j∂x
∗
j

(4.16)

where Re = UD
ν is the Reynolds number and the 4 in the Eq. 4.16 is due to

the definition of the Womersley number in Eq. 4.9, based on the radius of the
tube. According to Eq. 4.16 the Womersley number may be the most dominant
parameter in pulsatile flows, due to its dependence on the frequency. A large
Womersley number means that transient or oscillatory forces dominate.

4.6. Blood-like pulsating flow in tubes

The flow in the larger aortic sections and its branches are governed by high peak
Reynolds and high Womersley numbers, as listed in Table 2.1. As a consequence
the velocity gradients are very high and are enhanced even more so by the fast
fluctuating direction of the flow in the near wall. This section illustrates how
the velocity profile would vary in a tube of the size of the ascending aorta for a
physiological ascending aortic waveform displayed in Fig. 4.1. The variations
in the velocity could be large in the near wall depending on the viscosity.

Figure 4.2 displays the volumetric flow rate through the ascending aorta.
Flow profiles alike are nowadays measured on humans by MRI. Similar pro-
files have also been given by Ku (1997). The peak Reynolds number of ∼3400
(U=0.4 m/s) is obtained for the Quemada fluid giving values similar to those
commonly quoted Newtonian viscosity for blood of 3.5 times water. The Wom-
ersley number for water and the Quemada fluid in this case is 38 and ∼20,
respectively. Given such global data one may estimate the near wall length
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Figure 4.1. The temporal profile of the blood flow rate in a
normal ascending human aorta at 5 l/min total flow rate (Fung
2010).

scale for the gradients. Utilizing Eq. 4.12 the pulsatile boundary layer δ is es-
timated to be ≈ 2.5mm, almost 10% of the tube diameter. It is therefore small
and confined to the near wall therefore requiring high spatial grid resolution
to capture the high gradients. This information is used when constructing the
patient specific geometries that experience similar flow conditions.

In Fig. 4.2, at the start of the heart cycle t/T=0, there is a sudden accel-
eration of the fluid core. The oscillatory profiles in the near wall, left from the
previous pulse (t/T=0.8), are initially convected as part of the fluid core. A
very thin boundary layer forms due to the high energy intensity in the begin-
ning of the pulse. As the flow starts to decelerate between t/T=0.1 and 0.2 the
velocity profiles in the core flow start to catch up with the thin shear layer due
to the higher viscous forces in the shear layer affecting the transient inertia in
the core. Between t/T=0.2 and 0.3 a thin layer of backflow initiates in the near
wall due to the phase lag and a higher pressure acting on the low inertia near
wall flow. Due to the difference in viscosity of the fluids backflow initiates later
for the Quemada fluid. During the further diastolic stages (t/T > 0.3) of the
flow the shear layer thickens due to the lower mean velocities. The backflow in
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Figure 4.2. Velocity profiles of physiological pulsatile flow in
a long, straight tube of diameter 30mm. The dark (blue) line
is the Newtonian case and the dashed red line is the Quemada
model.
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the near wall differs by up to 100% between the water and blood-like flow cases.
The subsequent velocity gradients are also substantially higher in the case of
water due to the differences in near wall velocity profiles. The large variations
in velocity gradient could be related to possibly incorrect prediction of near
wall chemical processes for example, if that was the modelling intention.

Figure 4.3. Near wall axial velocity profiles and pressure vs
time in a long, straight tube (30mm diameter) for Newtonian
and non-Newtonian fluids.

Furthermore, the fluid rheology due to the flow character differs most dras-
tically in the near wall region, where the variation in the mean viscosity of the
Quemada fluid is large. Since the Womersley number decreases with increasing
viscosity the lag between the pressure and velocity is higher for the water-
like fluid in the near wall. This is seen in the boundary layer where backflow
initiates earlier than the blood-like Quemada fluid leading to higher velocity
gradients. Figs. 4.3 displays the pressure and the stream wise velocity vari-
ations at a probe point inside the boundary layer, 5% of the diameter from
the wall, which illustrates the lag observable by the difference in occurrence
of the peaks. The lag profiles displayed in Fig. 4.4 show the Quemada model
is lower inside the boundary layer than the Newtonian model. The maximum
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Figure 4.4. Mean phase lag and dynamic viscosity along pipe
radius for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids.

lag between the flow and the driving pressure for both cases is near the edge
of the boundary layer. The maximum difference in the lag between the cases
occurs near the radial location where the peak mean viscosity occurs for the
Quemada model. This could also be related back to the Womersley number.
Another obvious observation is that the boundary layer of the Quemada fluid
is slightly thicker due to the higher viscosity in the shear layer, the thickness
of each of which can be estimated by Eq. 4.12. The steadily increasing viscos-
ity towards the center in the case of the Quemada fluid modifies the velocity
profile reaching a peak at the center (more parabolic-like) at all points in time
instead of the plug like behaviour of water. This demonstrates that the os-
cillating boundary layer varies dramatically due to non-Newtonian variations
in the near wall, important in qualitatively capturing the WSS variations in
arteries.
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4.7. Flow in tube bends and bifurcations

The many bifurcations that make up the arterial network are subject to the
periodic development of secondary flow features. In general, in a tube bend or
bifurcation a vortex containing recirculation zone usually grows under steady
or pulsatile conditions due to centrifugal forcing induced by the inherent cur-
vatures. Depending on the magnitude of the peak Reynolds number and the
Womersley number the vortical structures that grow with time can vary greatly
and are characterized by the deformation or breakdown of Dean vortices. This
in combination with the phase lag of the flow field, leads to the enhancement
of separation during the deceleration phase and thus the complexity of vortex
pairing.

In studies past several categories have been used to classify the secondary
flow structure formation under different Dean and Womersley number ranges.
Sudo et al. (1992) defined five categories for the secondary flow in a curved
tube:

1. Dean-type
2. deformed Dean-type
3. intermediate circulation between Dean and Lyne type
4. deformed Lyne-type
5. Lyne-type

A good graphical description of the vortical structure classification by Sudo
et al. (1992) can be found in a study by Jarrahi et al. (2011). Multiple vortex
types can also be identified and defined. The different vortex types are identi-
fied during the course of a pulsation in work by Bulusu & Plesniak (2013); 1)
Deformed Dean-type vortices at the inside of the bend, 2) Lyne-type vortices
and 3) outer wall vortices. Additional vortices such as inner and outer wall type
can be observed during the pulsatile flows in a tube bend. An example graphic
of the vortical structures mentioned is displayed in Fig. 4.5. The appearance
of the different vortices depends on the geometry and the flow conditions. In
the case of a 90-degree bifurcation, for example, the flow field is to some extent
affected by the other branches in the arterial network.

An example of the type of flow structures that can develop during systole in
a 90-degree bifurcation under a physiological pulsation frequency of 60 BPM are
displayed in Fig. 4.6. At different peak inlet Reynolds numbers Re0 ≈1100 and
2200 a set of deformed Dean-type vortices form near peak systole (t/T=0.2).
Due to the differences in the Dean numbers of the two cases the vortex deforma-
tion varies. The vortices of the higher Dean number are more focal to the outer
wall for a longer time period due to the increase in centrifugal forces. The vor-
tical structures of the higher Dean number case reach further towards the outer
wall by t/T=0.4, whereas the Dean-like vortical structures of the Re0 ≈1100
case stay near the centre. The motion of these Dean-like vortices depend on
the variation in size of the recirculation zone during a pulsation cycle. With
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Figure 4.5. The basic types of vortices identifiable in this
study are: Dean-type (cyan), Lyne-type (yellow), wall-type
(red) and innerwall-type (green).

a further increase in pulsation frequency applied to Re0 ≈2200 the Dean-type
vortices would become less deformed and tend towards the Re0 ≈1100 case
in structure. The variation of the vortical structures during a pulsation influ-
ence the WSS variations and are thus important in the study of cardiovascular
diseases.

In large arterial bifurcations the vortical structures are formed
rather intermittently. Large scale coherent vortical structures do form dur-
ing each heart pulsation, but due to the complex combination of bends and
bifurcations there is no obvious symmetry to vortex pairing. Examples of the
complex vortical structures in a human aorta are discussed further in Section
6.3.1.
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Figure 4.6. Vortical structure comparisons in a 90-degree bi-
furcation, generated by the flow of a blood-like (Quemada)
fluid at a physiological pulsation frequency of 60 BPM for two
peak Reynolds.



CHAPTER 5

CFD Models and Methods

The CFD methods used in this work are intended to describe the flow of blood
as a multiphase mixture or suspension of particles, implementing either Finite
Volume (FV) discretization or Lattice Boltzmann Dynamics. The solution
of the non-linear partial differential governing equations of the flow, namely
the Navier-Stokes equations, is not trivial. Different numerical methods now
exist to solve this set of equations. Finite Volume, Finite Element (FE) and
Finite Differences (FD) are based on a local polynomial approximation of the
variables which by inserting into the governing equation results in a set of non-
linear algebraic equations. A different approach is to use an approximation
to the Boltzmann equation on a lattice; i.e. the Lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM). The progress of the computational age allows the study of non-linear
flow field characteristics at an ever increasing level of complexity and accuracy.
The sections to follow will summarize the two numerical methods used in this
thesis.

5.1. The Finite Volume Implementation

This section describes the numerical methods used for discretization of space
and time derivatives found in the governing equations. The finite volume
method employs the Gauss divergence theorem to integrate the governing equa-
tions over each element in the domain. The finite volume method implemented
in OpenFOAM-1.6 is used for the largest part of the numerical simulation data
presented in this thesis. The governing equations are discretized and solved as
described in the following paragraphs.

5.1.1. Spatial Discretization

We use unstructured grids consisting of non-orthogonal hexahedral cells to dis-
cretize the governing equations. The computational cost is increased as com-
pared to structured grids but better suited to complex geometries and adaptive
mesh refinement in achieving a satisfactory level of accuracy. The discretiza-
tion, equivalent to the Central Difference Scheme (CDS) on a Cartesian grid, is
used to spatially discretize the variables, thereby rendering the accuracy to sec-
ond order. Two schemes, CDS and Quadratic Upwind Interpolation (QUICK),
are compared in our accuracy studies. A previous study offers comparable data
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but through the implementation of a different solver, Fluent 3.6. Therefore a
comparison study was carried out to ensure the quality of the results. The two
schemes mentioned above are described below.

5.1.1a. Central Difference Scheme (CDS). The central difference scheme is the
simplest and most widely used. The discretization of the equations requires that
values of the variables are approximated at control volume (CV) face centres,
as well as grid cell centres. Therefore the scheme performs linear interpolation
of the face value Φf between the two nearest cell centre values Φc0 and Φc1 by
the following equation:

Φf = fxΦc0 + (1− fx) Φc1 (5.1)

and fx =
(
|xf−xc0|
|xc1−xc0|

)
, where xf , xc0 and xc1 are the co-ordinates of face centre

f and cell centres c0 and c1. This leads to second order accuracy on uniform
grids. On non-uniform grids the scheme performs in a similar manner yielding a
second order approximation as long as the grid is fine enough (asymptotic con-
vergence is achieved), given that the computational grid is not too skewed and
the grid-spacing gradients are not too large. These conditions apply to any dis-
cretization if one wants to avoid degradation of the order of approximation. It
“offers a good compromise among accuracy, simplicity and efficiency”(Ferziger
& Perić 1999).

5.1.1b. Quadratic Upwind Interpolation (QUICK). The interpolation
scheme is fully named the Quadratic Upwind Interpolation for Convective Kine-
matics (QUICK) and has a formal third order accuracy on uniform grids. It
extends the interpolation by one more node in every dimension, to construct
a parabola rather than the straight line characteristic of CDS. However, both
QUICK and CDS converge asymptotically with a second order behaviour and
“differences are rarely large”according to Ferziger & Perić (1999). In certain
cases where the CDS produces oscillatory behaviour the QUICK scheme will
offer a compromise between stability and accuracy (Leonard 1979).

5.1.2. Temporal Discretization

Temporal discretization is carried out via the unconditionally stable second
order backward implicit scheme, incorporating the previous two time steps to
discretize a variable Φ in time as follows:

∂Φ

∂t
=

3Φn+1 − 4Φn + Φn−1

2∆t
(5.2)

where Φn+1 is the value at t+ ∆t, Φn at t and Φn−1 at t−∆t. The implemen-
tation of the Crank-Nicholson scheme, as an alternative, lead to undesirable
computational time overheads at each iteration. The backward implicit scheme
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is therefore implemented due to the smoothing property of such fluctuations,
thereby producing a more stable solution. The Courant Friedrichs Levy (CFL)
condition is maintained, whereby no physical information is allowed to propa-
gate further than one grid cell during a single time-step.

5.1.3. Solution Procedure

The flow field is modelled by the two-phase incompressible mixture model thr-
ough Equations (4.6)-(4.7) and solved via a segregated hybrid transient incom-
pressible solver (OpenFOAM-1.6 solver pimpleFoam) using the PISO algorithm
for pressure-velocity coupling. The solver is termed segregated due to the fact
that the governing equations are solved sequentially. It is therefore required
that the governing equations be revisited iteratively until adequate accuracy
is obtained. A Gauss-Seidel solver (smoother) is used in conjunction with a
multigrid method to solve the system of equations.

The multigrid method is used to accelerate the solution of the discrete
system of equations in each time-step. The method, commonly implemented
in finite volume solvers, uses the Gauss-Seidel method as the iterative solver
to efficiently reduce the high frequency errors in the solution. The low fre-
quency errors converge much more slowly by most relaxation schemes, like the
Gauss-Seidel. The Gauss-Seidel method is therefore normally referred to as
a smoother, as it reduces mostly grid-size (so called high frequency) errors.
Lower frequency errors are handled on coarser grids with the same smoother.
However, on coarser grids, the low frequency errors become high frequencies
and hence can be handled efficiently. The smoothed approximation on coarse
grids are interpolated onto the finer grids and the process can be repeated un-
til convergence. If a converged solution is attained a solution in the next time
step is computed via an implicit second order temporal scheme. The multigrid
iterative sequence is then used to compute the implicit part of the step. Dif-
ferent types of multigrid procedures exist, employing different grid sequencing
cycles, such as the V-cycle, W-cycle. A more detailed description of multigrid
methods can be found for example in Wesseling (1991).

The velocity field obtained is coupled to the transport Eq. 3.8 that rep-
resents the particulate phase, defining the convection of the mixture of RBCs.
The distribution of the RBC represented by a scalar is coupled to the density
and viscosity fields during each iteration.

5.1.4. Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions

Two types of computational geometries are considered in this work. The first
is a simplified 90◦ bifurcation used to study the influence of the fundamental
flow structures, otherwise obscured by additional geometric complexities. The
second group is the patient specific geometries of which the effect of the flow
complexity on the bulk properties is studied. The grid generation for each of
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the domains differs, related to the degree of geometric complexity. The different
grid types, along with the implemented boundary conditions, will be described
in the immediate sections to follow.

5.1.4a. 90-degree bifurcation. The geometry is a simplified 90-degree arterial
branch or bifurcation shown in Fig. 5.1, depicting the distinguishing features
and dimensions important to the study. The junction region has a curved inter-
section that is characteristic of the larger vessels in-vivo. As stated in spatial
discretization, the grid is constructed of an unstructured hexahedral cell set.
An O-grid (Ansys Icem-CFD definition) is used to ensure near orthogonality
close to the walls of the tubes and the radius of curvature, R=9.7 mm, defining
the intersection of the main and daughter branches of diameters D = 13.2mm
and d = 9.375mm, respectively. Cells are progressively finer towards the walls
to ensure resolution of the boundary layer. The mesh properties are displayed
in Fig. 5.1. Care is also taken to maintain a high enough resolution in the core
of the daughter branch to capture the gradients in the mass transport equation,
Equation 3.8.

The domain used during this work, Do2, is an extended version of that
used in a previous study by Evegren et al. (2010), Do1, displayed in Fig. 5.1.
The extension is made along with a simplification of the cell structure from
a hybrid cell (hexahedra and tetrahedra) type to the pure hexahedral type.
The main reason for the extension is to remove the influence of the outlets
on the field values defined by the mass transport equation in the regions of
interest near the bifurcation. The advantages of changing the cell type to a pure
hexahedral structure is that it is easier to control a more uniform mesh density
where needed, along with the ease of high quality refinement when needed.
A detailed comparative grid study is carried out to ensure that accuracy is
maintained when grid cell structure, domain extents and the solver is changed.
The results are displayed in the Results section.

Common boundary conditions are implemented throughout the
studies. The no-slip condition is set at the walls. At the outlets constant
pressure is set while the zero gradient condition is set for the scalar transport
equation. The zero gradient condition is also set at the walls for the scalar
transport equation since the RBCs never diffuse across arterial walls.

The inflow conditions are described by a time dependent axial velocity
profile and the cross-flow velocity components set to zero. This represents the
periodic pulsating character of the flow in the vascular network, implemented
in previous, comparative work by Evegren et al. (2010). The RBC distribution
at the inlet is defined according to observations from experimental work by
Aarts et al. (1988) and is one of the most important components of a strong
theme in this work. A similar equation applied to the inlet, describing this
observed average distribution, was as implemented by Hund & Antaki (2009).
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Figure 5.1. The 90-degree bifurcation geometry, displaying
geometric features, domain extensions and cell distribution of
the numerical grid.
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A more detailed description of the inlet velocity and RBC profiles considered
in this research can be found in van Wyk et al. (2013b).

5.1.4b. Aortic geometries. For each of the patient specific geometries a hybrid
grid is generated to spatially discretize important features of the flow. Prisms
are constructed in the near wall region to resolve the boundary layer, while a
Cartesian grid is used throughout the rest of the domain to resolve the flow
structures away from the wall. The interface between the prisms and hexahedra
is handled by tetrahedral cells. The boundary layer near wall resolution was
estimated from a short tube flow study under similar flow conditions. Fig. 5.2
gives two examples of the grids implemented in the ascending/thoracic and
abdominal aortic flows in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, respectively.

The boundary conditions are the same as for the 90◦ bifurcation, except for
the outlet condition. Instead of a constant pressure the field value is computed
via the following condition;

p = p− picv + picv (5.3)

where p is the initialized mean pressure, picv is the mean value of the internal
cell values (icv) next to the boundary and picv are the pressure field values of the
cells next to the boundary. Thus, p is not a constant but has a value that evolves
with the flow field and is at the same time limited by the input mean value p =
0. This boundary condition was initially implemented to decrease distortion of
the flow field in turbulent cases where additional computational time can be
avoided by bringing the outlet closer to the region of interest. This allows the
flow to develop more freely in each branch, decreasing the disturbances at each
outlet during each time step, thereby decreasing the computational time.

5.2. Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM)

A Lattice Boltzmann solver employs a simplification of the Boltzmann equa-
tions, solving for discrete system of particles. These particles are placed at the
nodes of a lattice and are allowed to move only from one node to a neighbour-
ing one. Different rules for particle motion may be devised. However, only
some of these can be considered to be an approximation to the Navier-Stokes
equations as the lattice size decreases. The LBM that is used here includes also
additional modelling for handling the dense suspension of RBC particles. A
Fluid Structure Interaction (FSI) model is implemented to couple the particle
and fluid interaction. The FSI model implemented is an External Boundary
Forcing (EBF) method that is explained shortly in following.

The LBM methodology is used to model the flow of dense suspensions
of RBCs in a tube, periodic in the streamwise direction. The aim of these
calculations is to assess the validity and accuracy of apparent viscosity models
used to describe the mixture viscosity as a function of RBC concentration and
local shear.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2. The grid resolutions implemented in study of the
(a) ascending, thoracic and (b) the abdominal aortic geome-
tries.
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5.2.1. BGK equations

A standard form of the LBM equations including an external body forcing term
can be written as (Wu & Aidun 2010a,b);

fi(x
L + ei, t+ 1)− fi(xL, t) =

− τ−1[fi(x
L, t)− f (eq)

i (xL, t)] +
3

2
ωig(xL, t) · ei,

(5.4)

where fi(x
L, t) is the single particle distribution function with velocity ei at

position xL and time t in direction i. τ is the relaxation time and f
(eq)
i (xL, t) is

the single particle equilibrium distribution function, Eq. 5.5. Term 3
2ωig(xL, t)·

ei represents any external body forcing influencing the flow.

feqi = ωiρ

[
1 + 3ei · u +

9

2
(ei · u)2 − 3

2
u2

]
, (5.5)

where ωi is depends on the lattice used. For the D3Q19 lattice used here
ω0 = 1

3 , ω1−6 = 1
18 and ω7−18 = 1

36 . The kinematic viscosity is ν = c2s(τ − 1
2 ),

where c2s = 1
3 , is the pseudo speed of sound for the present model. The density

and momentum densities are related to the particle distribution function as
velocity moments,

ρ(xL, t) =
∑

i

fi(xL, t), ρ(xL, t)u(xL, t) =
∑

i

fi(xL, t)ei (5.6)

The LBM can also be shown to represent the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations through a Chapman-Enskog expansion, a detailed derivation for
which can be found in Chen & Doolen (1998).

5.2.2. External Boundary Forcing (EBF) Method

The interaction between the RBCs and carrier fluid is modelled through the
External Boundary Force method (EBF). The method has several advantages
that make it attractive under the flow cases studied during this work. Other
methods such as the Immersed Boundary Methods (IBM) that were initially
developed by Peskin (Peskin 1972) to study heart valve dynamics and blood
flow. The IBM has been successfully implemented in many applications and
continues to be used. The EBF and IBM both implement two grid systems,
Eulerian and Lagrangian for the fluid and particles, respectively. Inter grid
interpolation is carried out by using a discrete form of a delta function (with
support proportional to the grid size). In the case of the IBM large forces
encountered could lead to spurious fluctuations that affects the stability and
accuracy. In the case of a dense suspension the exact location of the particle
motion is important.
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The initial step in the EBF procedure calculates the fluid velocity at the
particle boundary from the initial particle position and velocity and flow do-
main velocity.

Uf (xkl, t− 1) = Up(xkl, t− 1) (5.7)

This is assumed to be true, due to the no slip condition, where
Uf (xkl, t − 1) is the fluid velocity and Up(xkl, t − 1) is the particle velocity
at solid node xkl at the previous time step. The F fsi(xkl, t) interaction force
acting on the particle boundary is given by

F fsi(xkl, t) = ρf (Uf (xkl, t)− Up(xkl, t− 1)) , xkl ∈ ΓS (5.8)

where ρf is the density of the fluid and ΓS is the particle surface. Uf (xkl, t)
is the interpolated via a Dirac delta function G(xL − xkl). The force acting
equally on the fluid is then interpolated to the fluid nodes via the same delta
function by

g(xL, t) =

∫

ΓS

F fsi(xkl, t)− 1)G(xL − xkl)dxkl xL ∈ Γf (5.9)

where g(xL, t) is used as a body force term in the LBM equations as stated
earlier and Γf is the hypothetical fluid surface surrounding the particle. The
force F (xkl, t) on particle k, at time t and node l is defined by the summa-
tion of the fluid structure interaction forces F fsi(xkl, t) and any external force
F ext(xkl, t).

F (xkl, t) = F fsi(xkl, t) + F ext(xkl, t) (5.10)

These forces are integrated over all nodes l to define the total linear force
Fk and torque Tk on each particle. The EBF method therefore resolves the
linear and angular Newtonian dynamics of the particle interaction with the
fluid;

Mk
dUk
t

= Fk (5.11)

Ik
Ωk
t

+ Ωk × (Ik · Ωk) = Tk (5.12)

where Fk and Tk are the total linear force and torque on particle k, due to FSI
and external forces. Mk and Ik are the mass and moment of inertia tensor,
where Uk and Ωk are the linear and angular velocities, respectively.
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5.2.3. Lubrication model

The current study only considers particle collision forces in the external forc-
ing term F ext(xkl, t) in Eq. 5.11 and is handled by a lubrication force dF lub

between each particle that acts in a manner allowing particles to rebound and
slide past one another. The implemented model for particle interactions cap-
tures near contact independent of the lattice spacing. It is based on lubrication
theory (Cox 1974) where the normal component of force between two approach-
ing surfaces scales as 1/ε, while the shear components scale as ln(1/ε), where
ε is the gap between the particles. As a consequence the shear components are
neglected. The analytical force between two spheres is given in Cox (1974) as:

F lub =
3πµUk12

2λ2ε
+ 0

(
ln(ε−1)

)
(5.13)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the carrier fluid, Uk12 is the approach
velocity between spheres (particles) k1 and k2, λ is the curvature parameter
defined as

λ =
1

2

(
1

a
+

1

b

)
(5.14)

where a and b are the radii of the spheres. The lubrication model implemented
has the advantage of being able to consider arbitrarily shaped particles by
calculating a link-wise lubrication force based on the local gap and curvature,
defined according to developmental work by Aidun & Clausen (2010); Ding
& Aidun (2003); MacMeccan et al. (2009). The approach velocity, gap and
applied force are projected along the surface normal to account for the arbitrary
surface curvatures. The implementation of the lubrication model is modified
to prevent instability during short range forcing (MacMeccan et al. 2009) by a
contact forcing term resulting in the formulation used during this study.

dF lub =





0 if g > gc1

− qUk12

4πλg2navg −Acexp
(
gc2−g
σc

)
g
g̃ , if gc2 < g ≤ gc1

− qUk12

4πλg2c2
navg −Acexp

(
gc2−g
σc

)
g
g̃ , if g ≤ gc2

(5.15)

Where q ≈ 0.4 is a weighting coefficient determined by simulation, Uk12 =
−(Uk1 −Uk2) · navg is the approach velocity between particle k1 and k2 where

navg =
nk1 − nk2

|nk1 − nk2|
(5.16)

is the average of the surface normals and
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λ =
1

N

N∑

j=1

∣∣∣∣
Ts
dv

∣∣∣∣ (5.17)

is the local curvature, where Ts is the tangent vector to the face surface and v is
the vector connecting the face surface centroids. The summation considers all
neighbouring surfaces. g = g̃ ·navg is the non-dimensional local gap between the
particles and g̃ is the vector between the particle surface nodes. The subscript c
identifies the constants where Ac = 5 is the contact scaling constant, gc1 = 0.5
is the interaction range, gc2 = 0.032 is the cut-off gap and σc = 0.005 is the
constant determining the range of the contact force. These constants have been
determined by simulation for stability. Unlike the lubrication force, the contact

force Acexp
(
gc−g
σc

)
has no dependence on velocity and it is therefore projected

along the link unit vector direction g
g̃ .



CHAPTER 6

Results

In this chapter we describe the assessment of the numerical accuracy of the
solution methods used in this thesis for the cases studied here. Additionally,
one may find some further result not yet published. A short summary of the
results presented in the published articles is also provided.

6.1. Finite Volume numerical accuracy

6.1.1. Flow in the 90-degree bifurcation

6.1.1a. Steady flow. For assessing the accuracy of the numerical results, the
grid type and its resolution is changed along with an extension of the domain at
the outlets. Even though care was taken in maintaining comparable resolution
in the change of cell structure and domain extents it is desired to confirm
agreement of results. Since the solver used here is different from the one used
in a previous study by Evegren et al. (2010), a comparison between the results
is required. Table 6.1 shows the grid study matrix, where the average grid
element size is given by:

h =
3

√∑ncells

i=1 Vi
ncells

(6.1)

where Vi is the individual grid cell volume, summed up with all other cells
to define the domain volume, ncells is the number of grid cells. The domains
considered are denoted with reference to Fig. 5.1 in section 5.1.4. If the grid
element size refinement ratio is quoted for a grid, the subscript indicates which
base grid it is a hexahedral refinement of. The inflow velocity condition used
is a common function used in the previous study by Evegren et al. (2010), and
the shear viscosity (µ) used as a value commonly used to define blood as a
Newtonian fluid, i.e. 3.5 times higher than that of water. Velocity gradients
in the steady flow case, in the region of the bifurcation, are higher than that
observed in the pulsatile case due to fully developed flow.

The accuracy of the velocity plots extracted from the largest gradient re-
gions in the daughter branch, representing parallel and normal components, is
defined by an RMS error Equation 6.2. Here, the Φ represents the variable or
property and N is the number of samples.
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Table 6.1. The steady flow grid study matrix considering the
original and extended domains

Cases Domain Solver Grid
cell
type

Number
of Cells
ncells

(millions)

Average
grid
element
size
(h,mm)

Element
size refine-
ment ratio

(rba =
hb

ha
)

A Do1 Ansys-Fluent Hybrid 0.92 0.264 -

B Do1 OpenFOAM-1.6 Hybrid 0.92 0.264 -

C Do1 OpenFOAM-1.6 Hex 0.92 0.264 -

D Do1 OpenFOAM-1.6 Hybrid 3.7 0.166 rDB = 1.59

E Do1 OpenFOAM-1.6 Hex 3.7 0.166 rEC = 1.59

F Do2 OpenFOAM-1.6 Hex 0.48 0.329 -

G Do2 OpenFOAM-1.6 Hex 1.41 0.229 rGF = 1.44

H Do2 OpenFOAM-1.6 Hex 4.82 0.152 rHG = 1.51

RMSError =

√∑n
i=1(Φ1,i − Φ2,i)

2

N
(Φ1,2,max − Φ1,2,min)

(6.2)

Fig. 6.1 shows the absolute velocity plots for Cases A, B and C at the
axial position, x/d =0.5 in the daughter branch where the gradients are found
to be the greatest. The axial component (along the direction of bulk flow)
and the major normal component (y-axis) of the flow are compared. The
differences observed between Cases A and B represent the change in method
of discretization and the change in grid type by Cases B and C, respectively.
The axial component shows little difference among Cases A, B and C, with
an error of less than 1 %. However, the y-axis or secondary flow component
displays more interesting discrepancies. There is approximately a 1 % difference
between Cases A and B, but approximately a 5 % difference between B and
C. Thus there is a greater sensitivity to the change in grid type as compared
to the change in solver, given that there is a smaller difference between Cases
A and B. Initially this is thought to be related to a lack of resolution when
creating a hexahedral grid of equivalent density characteristics. The further
local hexahedral refinements carried out for Cases B and C in the region of
interest of the daughter branch, yielding Cases D and E respectively. The
purpose is to ensure that grid resolution is not the reason for the discrepency.
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Figure 6.1. Comparative cross-sectional velocity data in the
y-direction for Cases A, B and C in the daughter branch at
x/d =0.5; (left) Axial (x-component) and (right) secondary
(y-component) components.

Fig. 6.2 shows the comparison between Cases B and D, and Cases C and
E, respectively. Both plots show that lack of resolution is not the problem.
The refinements only lead to a difference of approximately 0.5 % or less in
both comparisons. Instead this shows that the sensitivity is associated with
the change in grid type and that the pure hexahedral grid size of 0.92 million
cells produces accurate results. The
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Figure 6.2. Comparison between; (left) hybrid grid refine-
ment, Cases B and D, and (right) hexahedral grid refinement,
Cases C and E, for the sensitive secondary (y-component) ve-
locity component at axial cross-section x/d =0.5.
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Figure 6.3. Comparison of secondary velocity components
(y-component) in the y-direction for Cases F, G and H in the
daughter branch at positions x/d =0.5 and 1.5.

The grid extension is therefore carried out yielding Case G of grid size
1.4 million cells. Local coarsening and refinement of case G, defining Cases
F and H, respectively, was carried out to check that sufficient grid resolution
is maintained given the domain extension. The comparison of the secondary
component, previously shown to be the most sensitive to grid density, is dis-
played in Fig. 6.3 at axial cross-sectional positions of x/d =0.5 and 1.5. Case
F shows under prediction of the velocity at the peak for position x/d =0.5
and oscillatory under prediction at mid channel for position x/d =1.5. Small
differences of approximately 0.5 % exist between Cases G and H at both axial
positions, with a smooth definition of secondary velocity components.

6.1.1b. Unsteady WSS comparison. A comparison was performed between the
pulsatile wall shear stress characteristics obtained by the two solvers considered
in this study. Cases A and B from Table 6.1 are re-simulated with pulsatile
inflow properties replicating a case from which the current geometry is based
upon. “Case 2” as defined in the study by Evegren et al. (2010) is replicated
in OpenFOAM-1.6, using water as the fluid. Fig. 6.4 displays the temporal
comparison between regions of negative WSS for Cases A and B, at similar
times. The figures show that the flows are almost identical in-spite of the
differences in grid type, resolution and discretization schemes. Fig. 6.5 also
shows that the WSS magnitudes and contours are similar in both the axial and
radial components.

Fig. 6.5 displays that there are slight changes in the WSS magnitudes at
180◦, with the solver used in the current study yields a slightly higher peak.
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Figure 6.4. A comparison between areas of negative axial
WSS (backflow) at two points in time between the study by
(left) Evegren et al. (2010) and the (right) current study. The
figure shows the surface of the branch pipe near the bifurca-
tion. The distance from the bifurcation is given by x/d and
the pipe azimuthal angle by θ.

However the negative WSS stress regions at 0 and 360◦ closer to the bifurca-
tion at x/d=0.5, corresponded well with the magnitudes and profiles, reflected
throughout the pulsation cycle.

Thus, the numerical accuracy study shows that the different solvers display
similar flow characteristics with both hybrid and hexahedral grids and with
acceptable accuracy. Due to the results of the numerical study the hexahdral
grid from Case G is selected based on the grid density of Case C.

6.2. LBM tube flow numerical accuracy

The following sections consider the numerical accuracies of the computed flow
field in LBM tube flow simulation cases of RBC suspensions, described in Table
6.2. The cases are computed for a fixed pressure drop defined by a Reynolds
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(t/T=0.278 from Evegren et al. (2010)) (t/T=0.278 *Current study)

Figure 6.5. A comparison of WSS magnitudes and contours
at a specified point in time, t/T=0.278, between the study by
(left) Evegren et al. (2010) and the (right) current study.

number of =10 for the equivalent Newtonian flow case. The diameter of the
tube is chosen primarily so that continuum assumptions apply to the bulk flow
and no slip condition can be The RBC particle geometry and LBM scaling
used in these simulations are described in a previous study (van Wyk et al.
2013a). The LBM simulation viscosity for the cases in Table 6.2 is 0.0140625
lu2/ts. The pressure drop in each case is calculated according to fixed pressure
gradient applied across the domain that is defined by the equivalent Newtonian
case at Re∼10. The Newtonian fluid density and viscosity is the density and
viscosity of blood plasma, 1025 kg/m3 amd 1.32 Pa.s, respectively. Further
details regarding some of the results of these simulations are described in later
sections.

Table 6.2. Tube flow cases of bulk RBC suspension volume
fractions (VF) 5, 15 and 30% at a fixed pressure drop, based
on Newtonian equivalent Reynolds number of ∼10.

Pressure drop VF Tube Tube No. of
(Pa) % Diameter (D, µm) Length RBCs

48 5 150 2D 3400

48 15 150 2D 10200

24 30 150 1D 10200
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Figure 6.6. Mean cross correlation co-efficient for 400 points
of the fluctuating streamwise velocity component with each
downstream plane with the inlet values.

6.2.1. Effect of periodicity

An important issue regarding the balance between practical computational time
and physical results is the choice of domain length and the inherent dependence
on the effects of periodicity. A study is therefore is carried out to assess the
validity of the chosen lengths at the studied Reynolds numbers. A cross correla-
tion of the inlet velocity field is computed with planes downstream towards the
outlet over a period of time equal to about two flow throughs, discretized tem-
porally into 2000 flow field samples assuming statistically steady state flow. The
computed cross correlation considers only the fluctuating parts of the stream-
wise velocity data sets x(t), y(t) at two different streamwise locations. It is
formerly defined as the co-variance;

COVxy(m) =

{ ∑N−|m|−1
n=0

(
x(n+m)− 1

N

∑N−1
i=0 xi

)(
y∗(n)− 1

N

∑N−1
i=0 y∗i

)
for m≥0

COV ∗yx(−m) for m<0
(6.3)

where N is the sample length. The superscript ∗ means the complex conjugate,
which in this case is simply the real signal. The autocorrelation, Rxx, is the
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correlation or similarity of a signal at a point with itself. Fig. 6.6 displays the
mean of the cross correlation coefficient of 400 streamwise velocity data points
on the inlet with each cross-sectional plane downstream. The maximum value
of the correlation at each cross-section is plotted in Fig. 6.6. The autocorrela-
tion is observed at inlet and outlet locations, where the correlation increases to
1. The streamwise velocity component at any point downstream becomes un-
correlated with the inlet after only 10% of the tube length from the inlet for 5%
VF, becoming less with increasing VF. The correlation results of the 2D tube
lengths applied to the 5% and 15% cases suggest that when increasing the VF
to 30% one may implement a shorter tube length of 1D to save computational
time.

Figure 6.7. Mean flow velocity time histories of the RBC
suspension cases described in Table 6.2.

6.2.2. Flow convergence

The convergence of the mean flow time history of the cases in Table 6.2, dis-
played in Fig. 6.7, is used to judge the convergence to steady state at a fixed
pressure drop. The time axis is non-dimensionalised to the number of flow thr-
ough time units, according to the mean flow of the equivalent Newtonian flow
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case. As expected the mean flow decreases faster as the suspension becomes
more dense. The convergence criteria for each case is that there is little or no
change to the mean flow for a period of one flow through. Each of the flow cases
studied are assumed to have converged. The mean of any property of the flow
may however still need to be averaged over a longer time for statistical conver-
gence. For example the RBC VF and orientation distributions as well as the
viscosity distribution require larger sample sets due to the large fluctuations in
the flow field.

6.3. Flow in large complex arteries

The numerical models and methods used in the simplified geometries are also
applied to more complex, patient specific physiological flow models. The mass
transport model allows the RBC phase to be tracked and coupled to viscosity
variations. The multiphase, non-Newtonian aspects of blood flow in the aorta
and its larger branches that are commonly neglected are accounted for by
coupling of the RBC distribution to the empirically fitted Quemada constitutive
model. The RBC distribution gradients are induced at the inlet in each case by
a profile adapted from experimental observations as described in our previous
work (van Wyk et al. 2013b). The same methods are applied to each of the flow
cases to be discussed if not otherwise stated. A study of the flow in a healthy
aorta, applying a physiological inflow profile 4.1, offers greater insight into
the flow structures that form in the arch and the possible implications on RBC
transport. The resulting flow conditions in the descending part of the aorta can
also be used to model the inflow boundary conditions to the abdominal aorta.
A follow up study of the flow in an abdominal aortic section case is therefore
initiated, focusing on the flow in a stenosis affected renal branch. The sections
to follow summarise some of the interesting results of these studies.

6.3.1. Ascending and Thoracic aortic flow

The flow in the ascending and thoracic aortic sections is complex due to the
inherent twists, curves and junctions of a healthy aorta. The complexity of
the flow in the ascending aorta is increased due to the influence of the aortic
valve and the complex geometry of the aortic root that facilitates the flow in
the coronary arteries. The most important geometrical feature in generating
the secondary flow structures observed in the ascending aorta has long been
questioned. To study this effect, an aortic root geometry is attached to a re-
constructed aorta geometry of a healthy individual, displayed in Fig. 6.8. The
figure displays the cross-sectional planes that will be referred to in describ-
ing the time-dependent flow. Each plane displays the computed RBC volume
fraction at t/T=0.22. Traversing along the aorta from plane A to F the RBC
distribution can be observed becoming more homogeneously distributed. This
is due to the secondary flows that are generated during the heart cycle. At
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plane A in Fig. 6.8 the effect of two vortical structures on the RBC VF is ob-
served by two circular regions of lower RBC VF, indicating the effect of shear
induced dilution. The induced dilution is observed to be influencing the dis-
tribution until plane C where after the effect of multiple structure formation
starts to dominate the flow.

Figure 6.8. The heathly aorta geometry and cross-sectional
planes used in the analysis. The RBC distribution at t/T=0.22
is illustrated in each plane.

The vortical structures influencing the RBC distribution are displayed in
Fig 6.9 near peak systole at t/T=0.19 and during deceleration at t/T=0.22.
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Twin vortices are observed in the region of plane A during systole as a result
of the swirl generated by the two bulges of the root. Fig. 6.10 illustrates the
pathlines of the flow instanateously at t/T=0.22 when the flow has had enough
time to develop, to more easily visualize the swirl generated by each bulge of the
aortic root. Different colours have been assign to follow the hypothetical flow of
stream tracers past each bulge. These vortical structures however, break down
quickly and are no longer visible at plane B throughout the cycle. The decrease
in cross-sectional area during the transition from the root to the ascending aorta
accelerates the flow and therefore the secondary flow structures get weaker.
The initiation of a separation bubble can however be observed at plane B.
The effects of the separation bubble are felt further downstream at plane C,
generating multiple large scale vortical structures. These structures enter the
arch and interact with the head bound arteries affecting the flow rates. By the
time the flow reaches plane D the vortical structures can no longer be identified
due to the centrifugal acceleration of the flow. The centrifugal forcing at plane
D is not only influenced by the 180◦ bend but also an additional curvature
due to a twist in the aorta normal to the 180◦ bend direction. The result
of the additional centrifugal forcing leads to the formation of a recirculation
zone observable at plane D in Fig. 6.9, on the right hand side wall considering
that the inside of the bend is denoted by the red dot. At t/T=0.19 the first
recirculation zone forms on the right wall of plane D in Fig. 6.9, followed by a
second at t/T=0.22 after peak systole. In general, the vortical structures that
form during systole at planes D, E and F are to a large extent independent
of the upstream vortical structures, due to the dominance of the centrifugal
forces.

The described time history of the vortical structures, slightly modifies the
flow rates in each of the branches as apposed to applying the inflow excluding
the root. The flow in the brachiocephalic artery increases from 13% to 15%,
whereas the flow in the common carotid and left-subclavian arteries remain
unchanged. The flow in the descending aorta decreases by 4% from 70% to
66% of the total inflow and 1.5% is taken up by the coronary arteries. There
is therefore not a large difference in the bulk flow in each branch over a cycle
as compared to the flow computed without the influence of the root.

The formation of a separation bubble during systolic deceleration at the
start of the descending aortic section is not affected by the addition of the root.
This feature forms independently of the secondary flows that form upstream
i.e. the separation bubble in the ascending aorta.

The secondary flows define the flow rates in each branch and thereby the
flow rate and flow structures that enter the descending aorta. To study the
flow in the abdominal aorta independently of the thoracic aortic network the
knowledge of these flow conditions is required.
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Figure 6.9. The inplane velocity vectors (secondary flows
structures) and magnitudes at each cross-sectional plane A-
D in the aorta of Fig. 6.8 during t/T=0.19 (peak flow) and
0.22 of systole. The red dot indicates the inside of the bend of
the aortic arch.
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Figure 6.10. Stream tracers released from the inlet at
t/T=0.22 assuming a steady flow to visualise the rotational
flow induced by the bulbs of the aortic root.
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6.3.2. Abdominal aortic flow

A study of the flow in the bifurcations of the abdominal aorta is carried out
applying the obtained outflow conditions of the previous healthy aorta as the
inflow. The flow in stenosis affected renal bifurcations of an elderly patient is
the focus of the study, displayed in Fig. 6.11. The aim is to improve the under-
standing of the flow surrounding the stenotic region by removing stenosis and
reconstructing the normal arterial shape. The analysis of the flow conditions
inherent of the stenosis are also of importance for possible treatment options.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.11. The abdominal aorta geometry (a) renal steno-
sis (indicated by the black arrow) and (b) without renal steno-
sis.

Due to the number of branches, the complex geometry and the location
in the body the flow in each branch can not be computed. The simplified
assumptions of fixed pressure values at the outlets do not suffice as for the
aortas, where the resistance can more or less be assumed. The flow distribution
predicted by the blood-like Quemada model in each of the branches is displayed
in Fig. 6.12. At each of the outlet branches except the renal arteries the volume
flow is set as a function of the inflow. According to Cheng et al. (2003), the
percentage of the flow infra-renal is approximately a third of the total flow
pre-celiac branch. The flow in the celiac and superior mesenteric arteries are
further assumed to be one third of the flow taken up by the bifurcations, equally
distributed. This means that two thirds of the flow taken up by the bifurcations
is assumed to be flowing through the sum of the renal arteries. The flow in the
renal arteries is calculated assuming that there is equal resistance from each
renal artery. A constant pressure is therefore set in each branch. The flow
distribution resulting in each renal artery, considering the non-stenoted case
shown in Fig. 6.11 (b), is displayed in Fig. 6.12. The total flow rate in the left
renal is approximately 60% of the right renal and 17% of the total inflow. A
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parallel case modelling the viscosity field as Newtonian yielded the same mean
flow profile time histories in each branch.

Figure 6.12. Flow rate time history in each of the abdominal
aortic bifurcations, predicted by the Quemada viscosity model.
The total flow distribution % per pulsation is displayed next
to each branch name in the legend.

The variation in Reynolds numbers between the non-Newtonian and New-
tonian cases is displayed by Figs 6.13 (a) and (b), respectively. This shows
the importance of the viscosity time history in each branch when the non-
Newtonian behaviour is accounted for. The peak Reynolds numbers in each
branch of the non-Newtonian case are approximately double that of the New-
tonian case.

The time history of the bulk RBC VF in each branch offers some insight into
the dynamics of the flow, by identifying the possible effects dilution. This could
indicate the influences of secondary flow phenomena at some point during the
pulsation cycle. A case inducing the same type of RBC inlet profile as for the
aortic root in section 6.3.1 is considered, assuming a time dependent plugflow,
to study this effect. Fig. 6.14 shows how the RBC VF decreases by up to
20% in the left renal artery during systolic deceleration between t/T=0.2 and
0.3. There is little dilution in the right renal branch. There is, however, also
a large increase in dilution in the Celiac and Superior Mesenteric arteries over
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.13. Reynolds number time histories in each of
the abdominal aortic bifurcations, comparing the (a) non-
Newtonian and (b) Newtonian flow cases of the non-stenoted
renal arteries.

the cycle. Secondary flow structures form in these branches that could affect
the RBC distribution, shown in Fig. 6.14. As seen there is a rather substantial
effect of RBC dilution. This dilution, in terms of viscosity would mean that
the local viscosity, for a given shear-rate (γ̇ ≈100), would vary in the range of
2 to 5 Pa.s.

6.3.3. Stenoted flow

A diseased artery, due to plaque formation, is classed as being severe if it can no
longer remodel itself to avoid constriction. This type of constriction is referred
to in clinical terms as a stenosis. A measure for defining the severity of the
stenosis is called the oclusion ratio;

OC =
Du −Dd

Du
× 100 (6.4)

where Du and Dd are the non-occluded and occluded vessel diameters, re-
spectively (Ku 1997). For the specific case that we consider Du=5.5mm and
Dd=2.1mm. The occlusion ratio for the stenosis we are studying is OC ≈62%.
Pressure losses generally only become significant from a physiological perspec-
tive for occlusion ratios of 50% to 75 % (Ku 1997). The velocity magnitudes
of the flow field at cross-sectonal planes surrounding the stenosis are displayed
in Fig. 6.15. The cross-sections are chosen to describe the flow features as
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Figure 6.14. The RBC VF time history in each of the ab-
dominal aortic branches, predicted by an induced dilution pro-
file similar to that defined in a previous study (van Wyk et al.
2013b) and the flow by the Quemada viscosity model.

well as to characterize the pressure drop across the stenosis. The total pres-
sure drop (∆PT ) between planes A and C represents 99% of the total pressure
losses in the artery. This is quantified by a comparison of the total pressure
drop between planes A and F much further downstream. The pressure losses
across the stenosis (between A and C) can be split up into two contributions,
∆PTAB and ∆PTBC . The proportion ∆PTBC makes up 78% of the total pres-
sure losses due to the complex, high speed flow and adverse pressure gradients
surrounding the expansion. The mean total pressure drop across the stenosis is
∼3 kPa for both 60 and 90 BPM cases. The total pressure drop time histories
are plotted in Fig. 6.16, comparing a heart pulsation frequency of 60 and 90
BPM. With an increase in pulsation frequency to 90 BPM the lag of the flow
with respect to the pressure increases as expected.

Velocity magnitudes in the stenosis displayed in Fig. 6.15 are as high as
4 m/s but only reach a peak Reynolds number of about 1000. The Reynolds
number time history of the 60BPM case is displayed in Fig. 6.17 and is rep-
resentative of the 90BPM case as well. During the entire cycle no small scale
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Figure 6.15. The locations of the studied cross-sectional
planes surrounding the stenosis. The streamlines of inplane
velocity vectors at selected planes chosen to describe the sin-
gle vortical structure formed after the stenosis. The dot (in
red) indicates the orientation of the streamline plots.

turbulence is observed, only several large scale structures with one main vorti-
cal structure downstream of the stenosis, observable in Fig. 6.15 at planes D,
E and F.

The flow rates in each of the renal branches changes drastically by divert-
ing up to 15% of the total inflow to the right renal branch. The total flow
proportions between the 60 and 90 BPM cases are very similar and can be
represented by the flow profile time histories of the 60BPM case in Fig. 6.17.
The decrease in flow to the left kidney is therefore due to the extent of total
pressure loss in the stenosis.
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Figure 6.16. The time history of the total pressure drop be-
tween planes A and B ∆PTAB , and A and C ∆PTAC . The
effect of pulsation frequencies 60 and 90 BPM are displayed.

6.3.4. WSS variations

Conventional WSS indicators, the time averaged WSS (TAWSS) and the Oscil-
lating Shear Index (OSI), are employed to identify regions of sustained WSS in
relation to pressure losses and regions of the arteries that could be susceptible
to atherogenesis. The TAWSS is an indication of the mean stress magnitudes
or loading on the arterial wall during a cardiac cycle.

TAWSS =
1

T

∫ T

0

|WSS|dt (6.5)

where |WSS| =
√
τ2
wallx + τ2

wally + τ2
wallz and T = 60/BPM is the pul-

sation period time. The OSI, first introduced by Ku et al. Ku et al. (1985),
roughly indicates the ratio of influence of WSS reversal time history. It has
more recently been defined by He and Ku He et al. (1996) as:

OSI = 0.5

[
1− |

∫ T
0
WSSdt|

∫ T
0
|WSS|dt

]
(6.6)
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.17. (a) The Reynolds number time history sur-
rounding the stenosis at each plane described in Fig. 6.15.
(b) The flow rates (Q) in each of the abdominal aortic bifur-
cations of the stenoted geometry.

The OSI will always be greater than zero as long as there is a deviation
in the WSS vector at any time during the pulsation cycle from the average
direction. A value of 0.5 indicates regions with no net near wall flow.

In Fig. 6.18 a comparison is made between the TAWSS and the OSI of the
non-stenoted and stenoted cases. The non-stenoted case displays high TAWSSs
towards the kidneys where a contraction exists. At such high WSSs the artery
would be expected to try and adapt by expanding slightly to decrease shear
and maintain a value below ∼38 Pa according to Fry (1968). A region aligning
with the right side of the stenosis displays low levels of TAWSS indicating a
possible risk site. The same location shows higher levels of oscillatory shear
indicated by the OSI on the right. It is an isolated zone that aligns well with
the low TAWSS and is aligned near the location of the stenosis, on the curve
of the artery bend. This would be the expected site prone to atherogenesis.

The TAWSS observed in the throat of the stenosis in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 is
multiple times that of any region in the non-stenoted geometry, were the value
is as much as ten times larger (∼180 Pa). This value, however, could be lower
due to the flexibility of the arteries and the tendency to attempt to adapt and
reduce the shear. The TAWSS is still expected to be large in the stenosis and
thus the source of the pressure losses quantified in Fig. 6.16. The occurrence
of such WSS magnitudes is likely to cause deterioration of the endothelial cell
structure, a possible reason for enhanced growth of the stenosis. The jet also
impinges on one of the side walls due to the curvature of the artery, displayed
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Figure 6.18. TAWSS (left) and OSI (right) comparisons
from the top view between the un-stenoted and stenoted left
renal arteries. The flow is handled by the blood-like fluid
model Quemada and a developed inflow at 60 BPM.

in Fig. 6.19, further increasing the pressure losses. The impingement of the
flow on the wall enhances the recirculation zone on the opposite side, observed
at plane C immediately after the stenosis in Fig. 6.15. The one sided location
of the recirculation zone is sustained throughout the pulsation cycle and could
be related to the observed growth of the stenosis plaque on the recirculation
side. Regions of recirculation are normally strongly related to atherogenesis,
hypothesized to be due to the inherent low and oscillatory WSS.

The effect of an increase in pulsation frequency from 60 to 90 BPM on
the near wall flow dynamics surrounding stenosis is conveniently captured by
the difference in OSI distributions, displayed in Fig. 6.20. In our previous
work (van Wyk et al. 2013b) we demonstrate that the unsteadiness in the
WSS variations is increased and therefore would expect similar dynamics in
the region of the stenosis. At 90 BPM the OSI is observed to increase by up to
100% in regions surrounding the stenosis. This could have implications on the
endothelium, indicating enhancement to the TWSSGs and thereby possibly
accelerating atherogenesis. The increase in heart pulsation frequency is also
observed to increase the peak total pressure loss during systole, displayed in
Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.19. TAWSS from the side view of the stenoted renal
arteries. The flow is defined by the blood-like fluid model
Quemada and a developed inflow at 60 BPM.

6.4. LBM of tube flow

The preliminary data obtained from the LBM simulations are summarized in
the following sections. The distributions of some of the macroscopic variables
and their relationships are summarized below. The VF 5% and 15% cases are
calculated according to approximately two flow throughs of data and 2000 time
samples. The 30% case has less data available and therefore the statistical data
presented is not fully converged. All mean radial distributions are computed
over discrete annuli taking into account the fractional volume of particles inside
each annulus.

6.4.1. Mean flow and shear rate profiles

The mean radial velocity distributions of the studied tube flow cases are dis-
played in Fig. 6.21. What can be observed of the of the three cases representing
an increase in RBC VFs at the same pressure drop is the increase in mean flow
due the expected additional dissipation. The mean radial velocity profile of
the 5% case is still parabolic-like, whereas the 15% and 30% cases develop a
more plug-like flow shape in the centre of the tube. The error bars show that
the velocity profiles of the 5% and 15% cases are within an acceptable range of
approximately 2%. The lack of data for the 30% case is partly responsible for
the larger variation near the centre of the tube, however the concentration of
RBCs near the centre is greater leading to larger variations in the flow field.
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Figure 6.20. Percentage increase in OSI at 90 BPM from
the top and side views of the stenoted left renal artery. The
flow is defined by the blood-like fluid model Quemada and a
developed inflow.

The plug like character is also reflected by the flatter shear rate profiles of
the respective cases in Fig. 6.22 with increasing VF. Here the mean streamwise
component of the shear is sampled and is used to calculate the viscosities in
a momentum balance in a later section. The behaviour of the flow and the
decrease in the shear rate nearer the centre is a function of the increase in VF,
displayed in Fig. 6.24.

6.4.2. RBC volume fraction distribution

An isometric view of the RBC distributions at an instant in time for each of
the cases described in Table 6.2 are displayed in Fig. 6.23. In each case the
actual simulated tube length is displayed. The image on the right for each
flow case plots all the particles in semi-transparent form so as to identify the
particle density. This can be related to the radial distribution of the RBC
VFs in Fig. 6.24, that is computed from the fractional volume of cells at an
annulus. What can be observed in each case is that RBCs get forced closer to
the walls as the bulk VF is increased. This is partially due to the decrease in
available volume in the centre and therefore an increase in the viscosity. With
reference to the flux balance described in Section 3.1.2 the increase in viscosity
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Figure 6.21. Mean velocity distributions of the tube flow
case described in Table 6.2.

resists the migration flux from the walls due to the higher shear induced collision
frequency. An interesting but un-explained distribution phenomena takes place
in the centre, where at a low VF (5%) there is a decrease in VF that deviates
from the steady increase radially. In the 15% case however, there is a sudden
increase near the centre. This is also observed of the 30% case but to a lesser
extent due to increased particle packing towards the walls. The dynamics of
the distribution are not yet well understood and can probably be related to the
subtle variations in the orientation distributions in Fig. 6.26.

6.4.3. Viscosity distribution

The viscosity distribution could only be calculated for the 5 and 15% cases.
The lack of time history data for the 30% case means that the fluctuations in
the mean shear are too large to compute the mean viscosity, evidence for which
is found in Fig. 6.22. The viscosity distribution is calculated according to a
streamwise momentum balance by assuming an axisymmetric, fully developed,
axial and laminar flow yielding:

0 =
1

r

∂

∂r
(rτxr)−

1

ρ

dp

dx
, (6.7)
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Figure 6.22. Mean velocity distributions of the tube flow
case described in Table 6.2.

where τxr is the streamwise shear, which if integrated gives

τxr =
r

2ρ

dp

dx
. (6.8)

The viscosity is found by assuming τxr = µ(r)uxr, where µ(r) is the radial
position (r) dependent viscosity co-efficient and uxr = du

dr , so that

µ(r) =
rdp/dx

2ρuxr
(6.9)

The shear rate, uxr, is evaluated as the time and space average over an annulus
with a thickness of 1 lattice unit. The fluctuations in the viscosity distribution
of the 5% and 15 % cases, displayed in Fig. 6.25, qualitatively match up well
with the fluctuations in the RBC VF in Fig. 6.24, as would be expected. In
each plot comparison is made to each of the Quemada and Casson empirical
models implemented throughout this work. The quantified field variables shear
rate and RBC VF are used in calculating the empirical values. The viscosity
distributions according to a momentum balance predict values of up to 200%
higher towards the centre of the tube in both 5% and 15% cases. It is thought
that this difference could be due to the rheometric methods that only quantifies
the mean or bulk values of the fluid properties. The empirical models therefore
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Figure 6.23. Instantaneous RBC distributions of the tube
flow cases described in Table 6.2. (a) VF 5% (b) VF 15% (c)
VF 30%

apply a bulk viscosity across a similar size domain as a local value. This could
possibly lead to the under-estimation of the viscosity in physiological cases.
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Figure 6.24. Mean RBC VF distributions of the tube flow
cases described in Table 6.2.

6.4.4. RBC Orientation distribution

The orientation distributions in Fig. 6.26 are displayed according to the stream-
wise direction and towards the centre of the pipe (radial). The angle is defined
according to the particle normal pointing out from the RBC dimple (the face
of the RBC). In general the dimples of the RBCs face perpendicularly to the
mean flow direction in the periphery, therefore the mean angle is close to 90◦.
The mean radial orientation angle φr describes more clearly the character of
the distributions with increasing RBC VF in the periphery. At a low VF the
particles tend to react to the flow orientating the dimple perpendicularly to
both axes, but become more randomly distributed with more of the dimples
facing the centre. The streamwise orientation distribution nearer the centre
displays a more random value moving closer to 45◦ with increasing RBC VF.
Again, nearer the centre, the more interesting aspect is the φr where the mean
value increases towards 90◦. A more detailed analysis needs to be carried out
to determine the relationship between the mean orientation distributions at the
various bulk VFs with local viscosity.
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Figure 6.25. Mean computed viscosity distributions of the
tube flow cases, VF 5% and VF 15%, top and bottom, respec-
tively. Comparison is made to the empirical models, Quemada
and Casson, calculated according to the given distributions.
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Figure 6.26. Mean orientation distributions of the tube flow
cases in the streamwise φx and radial φr axis directions, top
and bottom, respectively.
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6.5. Summary of papers

Paper 1 Haemodynamics in a 3D 90-degree bifurcation. S. van Wyk (SvW),
L. Prahl Wittberg (LPW) & L. Fuchs (LF). Proceedings of the ECCO-
MAS Thematic International Conference on Simulation and Modeling of Bio-
logical Flows (SIMBIO 2011) September 2123, 2011, VUB, Brussels, Belgium.

Contributions: SvW has carried out the simulations, analyses and the writing
with the help of LF and LPW. Both LPW and LF helped with reading, com-
menting and structuring of the paper.

The internal haemo-dilution in large arterial bifurcations, such as the re-
nal abdominal aortic branch, may imply significant variations in important
physiological parameters. The complex viscous behaviour of blood strongly
influences the haemodynamic conditions that are important in understanding
the development of atherosclerosis. This is due to the viscosity of blood being
directly dependent on the RBC concentration. The extent of haemodilution in
large 90-degree bifurcations has not been considered in the past. This study
aims to quantify possible bulk changes in RBC concentration due to varying
haemodynamic conditions. There is uncertainty regarding RBC distribution in
arterial flows, especially in the near wall region. Sensitivity to unknown RBC
properties such as inlet distribution profiles and mass diffusivity are consid-
ered. The range of RBC mass diffusivity is determined by a range of Schmidt
numbers (Sc) relative to the viscosity of water. Bulk RBCs are defined as a
fluid soluble in water.

The relative importance of RBC transport by non-Newtonian and New-
tonian viscosity definitions of physiological flows is the main focus. Pulsatile
frequency defined by a range of heart pulsation rates is the most dominant pa-
rameter when studying inherent flow unsteadiness. The unsteadiness is found
to play an important role in haemo-dilution, determined by the extent of devel-
opment of secondary flows. At a Sc number greater than 11, advection already
starts to dominate and significant internal haemo-dilution exists for both New-
tonian and non-Newtonian viscosity models, due to shear. Haemo-dilution is
enhanced nearer the bifurcation due to centrifugal effects and the forming of a
separation bubble. As the heart pulsation frequency increases, so the dilution
becomes more consistently large, with a smaller deviation near peak systole.
Large differences in dilution between the non-Newtonian models and a Newto-
nian model (water) are also found, indicating that non-Newtonian flow shear
effects are important. The results show that there are variations in internal
haemodilution, due to haemodynamic unsteadiness, that may have a relevant
impact to physiological parameters such as WSS, when coupling the local RBC
concentration back to the viscosity models.
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Paper 2 Wall shear stress variations and unsteadiness of pulsatile blood-like
flows in 90-degree bifurcations. S. van Wyk (SvW), L. Prahl Wittberg
(LPW) & L. Fuchs (LF). Computers in Biology and Medicine, Elsevier,
2013, 43, 1025-1036. .

Contributions: SvW has carried out the simulations, analyses and the writing
with the help of LF and LPW. Both LPW and LF helped with reading, com-
menting and structuring of the paper.

This study investigates temporal and spatial variations in the WSS for a
non-Newtonian, blood-like fluid, in regions near bifurcations that are prone to
atheroma formation. The flow in these regions is characterized by separated
and secondary flows. Atherogenesis is associated with the complex and slow
interaction of different mechanical and biochemical processes. Over the last
decades advancements have been made in the relation of the fluid mechanical
aspects to known possible risk sites. Current hypotheses relate the WSS and
WSSGs to pathological changes of the endothelium. The flow and thus pre-
diction of the WSS dynamics is affected by local viscosity variations due to
variations in local RBC volume fraction in the region of the bifurcation. Three
different RBC concentration dependent, non-Newtonian viscosity models are
investigated, considering the effect of changes to the peak flow rate and heart
pulsation frequency rate on the WSS variations.

The finite volume method is employed to study three dimensional pulsatile
flow in a 90-degree bifurcating artery. The pulsatile inflow condition resembles
physiological systolic flow conditions. Comparison is made between Newtonian
and non-Newtonian flows by solving a single phase incompressible formulation
of the Navier-Stokes equations. The non-Newtonian viscosity models are im-
plemented as a temporally evolving viscosity coefficient in a mixture model for-
mulation. The evolution of the RBC concentration is modelled as a convected
scalar, the locally computed value of which is incorporated in the viscosity
models. An RBC inlet profile adopted from experimental observations is used
to induce the dilution throughout the domain.

The computational results show that non-Newtonian viscosity parameters
could be important in identifying physiological fluid mechanic factors impor-
tant for the study of atherogenesis of the larger arteries. Consideration of the
RBC dilution due to the secondary flows is essential in determining the mag-
nitudes of the WSS and TWSSGs, due to the induced fluctuations in the local
viscosity. Unsteady high TWSSGs, a function of the shear-thinning property
of the non-Newtonian viscosity, are found to move with the separation bubble.
The focal nature of the TWSSGs to the outer wall, a region prone to atheroscle-
rosis, is the most notable feature of the blood-like non-Newtonian models in
contrast to the Newtonian model. The peak TWSSG magnitude predicted by
the non-Newtonian models is shown to be as much as 200% larger than that of
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Newtonian model. The focal nature and relative increase in magnitude of the
TWSSG may have implications on the response of the endothelium.

Paper 3 The Impact of Aortic Arch Geometry on Flow Characteristics. L.
Prahl Wittberg (LPW), S. van Wyk (SvW), M. Mihaescu (MM), L.
Fuchs (LF), E. Gutmark (EG), P. Backeljauw (PB), & I. Gutmark-
Little (IGL). 51st AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting including the New
Horizons Forum and Aerospace Exposition, Dallas, United States of America,
2013, AIAA 2013-1110. .

Contributions: LPW has carried out the writing and the analyses with the
help of LF and SvW. The simulations were carried out by SvW. LF, SvW, EG,
PB and IGL helped with reading, commenting and structuring of the paper.

Cardiovascular defects characterized by geometrical anomalies of the aorta
and its effect on the blood flow is the focus of this study. Not only are the local
flow characteristics geometry dependent, but they are also directly connected
to the rheological properties of the blood. Flow characteristics such as wall
shear stress are often postulated to play a central role in the development of
vascular disease. In this study, blood is considered to be a non-Newtonian
fluid and modelled via the Quemada model, an empirical model that is valid
for different red blood cell loading. Three patient-specific geometries of the
aortic arch are investigated numerically. The three geometries investigated in
this study all display malformations that are prevalent in patients having the
genetic disorder Turner syndrome. The results show a highly complex flow
with regions of secondary flow that are enhanced in two of the three aortas.
Moreover, blood flow is clearly diverted due to the malformations, moving
to a larger extent through the branches of the arch instead of through the
descending aorta. The geometry having an elongated transverse aorta is found
to be subjected to larger areas of highly oscillatory low wall shear stress.

This article represents the initial phase of study regarding the fluid me-
chanical aspects of anatomical variations in the aorta due to Turners syndrome.
Paper 7 considers some more detailed aspects of the flow with the addition of
a comparison with a healthy aorta.

Paper 4 Rheology of red blood cell flow in large geometries. S. van Wyk
(SvW), L. Prahl Wittberg (LPW), M. Do-Quang (MDQ) & L. Fuchs
(LF). 8th International Conference on Multiphase Flow (ICMF), Jeju, Korea
(2013). .

Contributions: SvW has carried out the simulations, analyses and the writing
with the help of LF, MDQ and LPW. LPW, MDQ and LF helped with reading,



commenting and structuring of the paper.

When studying disease development in arteries, it is important to under-
stand the local variations in blood rheology. Blood flow in large arteries is often
assumed to behave as a homogeneous fluid, an assumption that is not entirely
correct. The local viscosity changes with the local concentration of Red Blood
Cells (RBCs) and the rate of shear strongly influences the Wall Shear Stress
(WSS) and its gradients, physiological parameters important in the study of
atherosclerosis. Moreover, the flow behaviour of RBCs is influenced by the geo-
metric structure of the flow environment. In experiment, rheological properties
across a tube cross-section are difficult to measure if non-invasive techniques are
to be used. Therefore, rheometric devices are constructed of simple geometries
to measure the bulk rheology. In this study, the Lattice Boltzmann Method is
used to model the blood as a particle suspension of RBCs. The RBC Volume
Fractions (VF) investigated corresponds to 1, 2 and 5%, and both a channel
and a tube flow are considered. The results display large differences in RBC
distributions and velocity profiles. Estimated from existing viscosity models,
the viscosity distributions are found to display variations of up to 5% when
comparing the two geometries. This is of importance since errors in quantify-
ing the viscosity can lead to miscalculations of the physiological variables.

The main idea conveyed in this paper is the geometry dependency of the
rheology associated with rheometric measurements. The geometry determines
the RBC distributions and thereby the local variations in the macroscopic
variables such as viscosity.

Paper 5 Atherosclerotic indicators for blood-like fluids in 90-degree arterial-
like bifurcations. S. van Wyk (SvW), L. Prahl Wittberg (LPW) & L.
Fuchs (LF). Under review in Computers in Biology and Medicine.

Contributions: SvW has carried out the simulations, analyses and the writing
with the help LF and LPW. Both LPW and LF helped with reading, comment-
ing and structuring of the paper.

This study investigates the distributions of near wall atherogenic indicators
commonly implemented to identify plaque prone regions in the larger arteries.
Several experimental and numerical investigations implement mean WSS based
indicators to simplify the analysis of recent fluid mechanical hypotheses. The
analysis of each hypothesis is compounded by the pulsatile nature of blood flow
and the consequentially large spatial flow variations in time. It is not clear that
the existing indicators are effective in achieving unique spatial correlations
in the various physiological cases. The possible meanings and relationships
between the existing indicators in identifying plaque prone regions in 90 degree
bifurcations are discussed.
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Three dimensional flow in a 90-degree bifurcating artery is modelled by
a finite volume method under physiological pulsatile flow conditions. The
non-Newtonian blood-like flow is solved by a mixture formulation of the in-
compressible Navier-Stokes equations. This is achieved by computing a tem-
porally evolving viscosity coefficient of the non-Newtonian viscosity models.
Comparisons with mixtures of Newtonian viscosity ranging from water to the
common Newtonian assumption for blood (≈3.5 times water) are used to con-
sider non-Newtonian effects. The viscosity is fully coupled to an evolving RBC
concentration modelled as a convected scalar. An RBC inlet profile adopted
from experimental observations is used to induce dilution in the domain for the
study of viscosity and density variation effects.

The computational results show that conventional indicators identify two
distinct, focal regions that correlate with a known plaque prone location near
arterial bifurcations. The distributions however, demonstrate that the inter-
pretation of the indicators can be difficult under varying flow conditions unless
complementary parameters are considered simultaneously. A new indicator is
defined that extracts the peaks of the temporal WSS gradients (PTWSSG) and
is shown to co-incide well with plaque prone regions. It is also demonstrated
that the influence of non-Newtonian fluid behaviour is important.

Paper 6 Non-Newtonian perspectives of pulsatile blood-like flows in a 180
degree bend. S. van Wyk (SvW), L. Prahl Wittberg (LPW), K. V.
Bulusu (KVB), L. Fuchs (LF) & M. W. Plesniak (MWP). To be sub-
mitted to Physics of Fluids.

Contributions: SvW, KVB and LPW have carried out the analyses and the
writing with the help of LF. The experiments and simulations were carried
out by KVB and SvW, respectively. LPW, KVB, LF and MWP helped with
reading, commenting and structuring of the paper.

Complex, unsteady fluid dynamic phenomena in the arteries are due to the
pulsations of the heart that intermittently drives the blood to the extremities
of the body. The many different flow waveform variations observed throughout
the arterial network are a result of this process and a function of the vessel
properties. Large scale secondary flow structures are generated throughout the
aortic arch and its larger branches. The spatio-temporal relationship between
the flow field and the wall shear stresses, an important physiological parameter
in the study of atherosclerosis, is not well understood. The results presented
provide a study of time-dependent flow of a blood-like fluid in a 180◦ tube
bend. An experimental Newtonian flow case is used to validate the computa-
tional methods implemented. Good agreement of the secondary flow structures
is obtained between experimental and numerical studies of a Newtonian blood
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analog fluid under steady-state and carotid-like waveform pulsatile flows. Mul-
tiple vortical structures, some of opposite rotational sense similar to Lyne-type
vortices, are observed to form during the systolic part of the pulse. Further-
more, the computational tools are used to assess the effect of blood-like fluid
rheology (i.e. Newtonian versus non-Newtonian) on the results. It is demon-
strated that non-Newtonian blood-like fluid rheology could generate shear layer
instabilities that alters the formation of vortical structures during the systolic
deceleration and diastole. Additional vortices appear at the inside and outside
of the bend, as compared to the Newtonian cases, at various times during the
pulsation. The influence of blood-like shear thinning viscosity decreases mean
pressure losses in contrast to the Newtonian analog fluid. Moreover, the effect
of a physiological pulsation frequency, i.e. doubling the Womersley number,
further decreases the mean pressure losses due to the suppression of additional
Lyne and near-wall vortices.

Paper 7 Effects of aortic irregularities on blood flow. L. Prahl Wittberg
(LPW), S. van Wyk (SvW), L. Fuchs (LF), E. Gutmark (EG), P.
Backeljauw (PB), & I. Gutmark-Little (IGL). To be submitted to Jour-
nal of Biomechanics.

Contributions: LPW has carried out the writing and the analyses with the
help of LF, EG, IGL and SvW. The simulations were carried out by SvW. LF,
SvW, EG, PB and IGL helped with reading, commenting and structuring of
the paper.

Turners Syndrome (TS) is a genetic disorder occurring only in females
where cardiovascular anomalies are frequently encountered. In this study, nu-
merical simulations are applied to investigate the flow characteristics in four TS
patient specific aortic arches applying the Quemada viscosity model to account
for the non-Newtonian behaviour of blood. The blood is treated as a mixture
consisting of water and red blood cells (RBC) where the RBCs are modelled
as convected scalar. The results show clear geometry effects where the flow
structures, blood and RBC distribution are significantly different between the
aortas. Moreover, turbulent length scales are not found. However, transitional
flow is observed as a jet is formed due to a constriction in the descending aorta
for one of the aortic arches studied. RBC dilution is found to vary between
the aortas. This in turn will influence the WSS according to previous work.
Moreover, the local variations in RBC volume fraction may induce large viscos-
ity variations, stressing the importance of accounting for the non-Newtonian
effects.
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CHAPTER 7

Summary

The influence of the variations in RBC concentration and non-Newtonian be-
haviour on the haemodynamic conditions in the large arteries of the arterial
network have been investigated. Thereby, the relationship and importance of
some of the multiphase aspects of blood flow, commonly neglected, are analysed
and applied to physiologically relevant cases.

The geometries studied represent either similar arterial bifurcations exist-
ing as the larger branches of the aorta or patient specific aortic cases. Physio-
logical parameters, such as WSS and TWSSG, important for the understanding
of atherogenesis are studied in a 90◦ bifurcation, considering variations in flow
rate and heart pulsation frequency. The importance of temporal and spatial
variations in the WSS due to non-Newtonian behaviour on different atherogenic
hypotheses is demonstrated. The influence and meaning of the most commonly
implemented atherogenic indicators is also discussed. Important questions are
raised regarding their relationship to regions prone to atherogensis. It is shown
that the different indicators identify multiple locations in the region of a 90◦

bifurcation. This in combination with the common atherogenic hypotheses re-
garding regions of low and oscillatory WSS provides conflicting information in
comparison with the most well known sensitive regions. An additional near wall
flow criteria is required, if cyclic mean parameters are to be considered. The
origin of the complimentary criteria could be based on alternative hypotheses
regarding the variations in TWSSGs for example.

The patient specific studies were used to study the relationship between the
fluid mechanical aspects and the pathology of Turners syndrome. The results
of these studies also demonstrated the existance of large recirculation zones
in regions of curvature and bifurcation in normal large arteries. Regardless
of the inflow conditions, complex variations in coherent vortical structures are
observed throughout a heart pulsation.

Comparing the computed results with experimental ones of the pulsatile
flow in a 180◦ bend is used for validation of the numerical methods. This
thesis also makes a contribution in relating the fluid mechanical and biome-
chanical aspects of pulsatile secondary flow structure development in curved
artery-like geometries. The study considers the effects of both Newtonian and
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non-Newtonian blood-like fluids and furthers the understanding of important
differences in the flow features.

7.1. Conclusion summary

The main conclusions from this study are as follows:

Simplified 90◦ bifurcations

• Variations in the RBC concentration exists near large arterial bifurca-
tions and curvatures due to recirculation and flow separation features
that enhance dilution due to shear.

• The pulsatile inflow condition is important in determining (i.e. lower
RBC concentration) the extents of recirculation zones and separation
bubble formation due to enhanced backflow. The inherent unsteadiness
in the heart cycle is a dominant feature of arterial flow, as a consequence
there are more frequent variations in RBC dilution as the pulsation
frequency is increased. This in turn means more frequent and faster
changes in viscosity, implying complex variations and unsteadiness in
an important physiological parameter such as the WSS.

• The complex viscosity variations due to shear-thinning and RBC dilu-
tion in a blood-like flow influences the WSS and TWSSG magnitudes
by as much as 100 to 200% in the region of bifurcations, as compared
to a Newtonian flow case.

• An observation that could be important in explaining plaque location is
the influence of pulsation frequency. Separation bubbles, where plaque
growth is most frequent, become more focal to the curvature of the bi-
furcation with an increase in pulsation frequency.

• High TWSSG regions follow the streamwise growth of the separation
bubble during the heart pulsation cycle, away and towards the bifur-
cation, respectively. This elevated temporal gradient exists in all flow
cases but it is enhanced due to the shear-thinning property of the non-
Newtonian blood-like viscosity. The focal nature of the WSS gradient
may have direct implications with respect to the response of the en-
dothelium, mechanically and biochemically.

• The spatial peak TWSSG in the region of the 90◦ bifurcation over the
pulsation is confined to the time history of the separation bubble growth
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during systolic deceleration. It could therefore be an important athero-
genic parameter.

• Well known atherogenic indicators applied to the flow in a 90◦ bifurca-
tion produce multiple locations. Not all can be related to atherogenesis.
Therefore no clear distinction among these locations can be made. The
PTWSSG could be a complimentary indicator in identifying important
locations for atherogenesis.

Aortic arch like flows

• The study of aortic flows by a blood-like fluid model under physiological
inflow conditions shows that the blood distribution is strongly depen-
dent on the geometry. Multiple recirculation zones form in the regions
of curvature and bifurcation in the aortic arch that may be related to
atherogensis.

• The implemented flow model produces very good agreement with ex-
perimental data for a pulsatile Newtonian flow in a 180◦ tube bend.

• The 180◦ tube bend study demonstrates the possible influences of non-
Newtonian blood-like behaviour in regions of curvature. It is observed
that blood-like shear-thinning could generate shear-layer instabilities
that could occur in arterial flows and thereby modify the flow structure
variations. These variations are however difficult to identify in complex
patientspecific geometries but could still partly be responsible for vari-
ations in the flow time history.

• The numerical results suggest that the formation of co-herent structures
generated in a 180◦ bend case may be unlikely to be observed in patient
specific cases due to the complexity of the vessels. The expected basic
coherent structures may not be identifiable in the arch due to the influ-
ence of the additional curves and branches that could either enhance or
attenuate the secondary flow structures.

RBC tube flow

• The rheology of a blood like fluid, consisting of a dense suspension
of solid RBC-like objects, has a strong dependency on the flow. The
rheological properties such as viscosity vary across a tube or artery and
can therefore not be measured accurately in common rheometers.
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7.2. Proposed future work

The overall purpose is to improve the understanding of blood flow in the large
arteries, with the objective of improving the understanding of the underly-
ing pathology of cardiovascular diseases. The improved understanding and
modelling of the rheology of the blood is a necessary part of a more accurate
description of the flow. The problem however, is that the rheology is a function
of the flow conditions and therefore should be studied under physiological flow
conditions to obtain a more reliable measure. Thus, the work to follow should
focus on quantifying the non-Newtonian behaviour of the blood as a function
of the inherent flow features in the arterial network.

Aortic arch like flows

As an immediate extension to the current work in patient specific geome-
tries, the goal is to relate the time history of the flow structures to the WSS
variations. From a biomechanical perspective, the focus is normally on the wall
shear stress (WSS) distribution rather than what in the flow field causes the
variations in the WSS distribution. In order to more fully understand what is
happening it is important that we more closely examine blood-like flow fields.
The time histories of the WSS will be correlated with the occurrence of the large
scale vortical structures. A less complex approach to determining the relation-
ship of the flow structures with the WSS variations is further analysis of the
180◦ tube bend data. This can be used to develop an improved atherosclerotic
indicator that is not simply a function of the WSS. The knowledge acquired
from the 180◦ bend cases can be used as a basis for analysis of the more com-
plex patient specific cases. The goal is to develop a tool that medical doctors
can use to perform a fast analysis and diagnosis of their patients in early risk
site identification. Hence, a quick recommendation can be made to prevent
further advancement of a CVD.

Macroscopic RBC distibution modelling

A possible improvement to the transport Eq. 3.8 can be made by consid-
ering the complete form of Eq. 3.3 and thus the additional diffusive fluxes.
The effect of the Phillips type fluxes, described in section 3.1.2, on the RBC
distribution in a 90◦ bifurcation should be considered. The complexity and
variation of shear in the regions of recirculation, combined with the inherent
viscosity variations could lead to subtle physiologically important variations in
the WSS.
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DNS of the RBC distribution

The main objective, however, in the work to follow could be DNS of suspen-
sions of RBCs in arterial-like domains directed towards developing an improved
rheological model for blood. This can initially be carried out with the existing
Lattice Boltzmann method coupled with the External Boundary forcing model.
Other methods exist for modelling particle FSI, such as Volume of Fluid (VOF),
Immersed Boundary Method (IBM), Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD) and
possibly Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). A more detailed parameter
study of the coefficients responsible for the lubrication forcing function should
be carried out to improve the inter particle forcing. The simulations can be
extended to the consideration of pulsatile flow effects and thereby more physio-
logical phenomena. Additional smaller particles such as platelets can be added
to the flow to study their influence on the rheology. The effect of additional
forces between the particles such as electrostatic forces can also be considered
in the rheology.

Arterial wall extensibility

The effect of extensibility of the arterial wall on the flow and thereby on
important parameters such as the wall shear stress is often considered to be
small. One could extend the different studies during this work to modelling
the effects of physiological-like expansions and contractions during the various
stages of the heart pulsation. This would reveal how small the influence is
with respect to the secondary flow patterns and the distribution of the blood-
components. In the aorta however the variations in cross-sectional area are
small and not expected to play a large role in bulk flow profiles. The slight
variations in curvature however, due to the cross-sectional variation, could add
further complexity to the already complex vortical structure variations in the
aortic arch. This could induce subtle but important variations in the RBC
distribution and subsequently the viscosity, that could play an important role
in atherogensis.
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